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Abstract

Proximity complexes and filtrations are central constructions in topological data analysis. Built using distance
functions, or more generally metrics, they are often used to infer connectivity information from point clouds.
Here we investigate proximity complexes and filtrations built over the Chebyshev metric, also known as the
maximum metric or `8 metric, rather than the classical Euclidean metric. Somewhat surprisingly, the `8
case has not yet been investigated thoroughly. In this paper, we examine a number of classical complexes
under this metric, including the Čech, Vietoris-Rips, and Alpha complexes. We define two new families of
flag complexes, which we call the Alpha flag and Minibox complexes, and prove their equivalence to Čech
complexes in homological degrees zero and one. Moreover, we provide algorithms for finding Minibox edges of
two, three, and higher-dimensional points. Finally, we present computational experiments on random points,
which shows that Minibox filtrations can often be used to speed up persistent homology computations in
homological degrees zero and one by reducing the number of simplices in the filtration.
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1. Introduction1

Topological data analysis (TDA) has been the subject of intense research over the last decade [1, 2, 3].2

Persistent (co)homology is by far the most studied and popular algebraic invariant considered in TDA. This3

is an invariant which is assigned to a filtration – an increasing sequence of spaces. A common filtration arises4

from the sub-level sets of the distance to a finite sample of a space under consideration. Most commonly, the5

finite sample is on or near a manifold embedded in Euclidean space, Rd. In the standard Euclidean setting,6

the Čech and the Alpha filtrations [4, 5, 6] directly capture the topology of the corresponding sub-level7

sets. Relatedly, the Vietoris-Rips filtration [7] provides an approximation to this topology. In particular, the8

corresponding filtrations in Euclidean space may be related via a sandwiching argument [8].9

In this paper, we study the Čech persistent homology of a finite set of points S in an `8 metric space.10

Given n points in a d-dimensional space, the Čech filtration has Θpnd`1q simplices. In the Euclidean setting,11

the number of simplices to be considered can be reduced by using Alpha filtrations, restricting simplices12

to those of the Delaunay triangulation of S. Furthermore, the Alpha filtration is known to carry the same13

topological information as the Čech filtration (via homotopy equivalence). On the other hand, `8-Voronoi14

regions are generally not convex, which invalidates the standard proof used to show the equivalence of Alpha15

and Čech filtrations. Moreover, `8-Voronoi regions and their dual Delaunay triangulations have been studied16

primarily from a geometric standpoint and/or in low dimension [9, 10]. To overcome some of these limitations,17

we define two novel families of complexes: Alpha flag complexes and Minibox complexes. These are both18

flag complexes defined on a subset of the edges of Čech complexes. Our contributions can be summarised as19

follows:20
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• Under genericity assumptions, we prove that Alpha complexes are equivalent to Čech complexes for21

two-dimensional point sets in `8 metric, i.e. filtrations built from these complexes produce the same22

persistence diagrams. Moreover, we give a counterexample to this equivalence for points sets in three-23

dimensions.24

• For arbitrary dimension, we prove the equivalence of Alpha flag and Minibox complexes with Čech25

complexes of point sets in `8 metric in homological degrees zero and one.26

• We study algorithms for finding edges contained in Minibox complexes. We recall known results on27

direct dominance and rectangular visibility for two-dimensional point sets. In three dimensions, we28

describe two novel algorithms for finding Minibox edges taking Opk log2
pnqq and Opn2 logpnqq time29

respectively, where k is the number of edges to be found. Finally, using orthogonal range queries, we30

achieve a running time of Opn2 logd´1
pnqq for point sets in Rd. For d ě 4, this improves over a brute31

force approach, but does not improve over the algorithms given for the three-dimensional case.32

• We show that for randomly sampled points in Rd the expected number of Minibox edges is bounded33

by O
`

2d´1n lnd´1
pnq

˘

. This is an improvement over the quadratic number of edges contained in Čech34

complexes, and results in smaller filtrations. Moreover, Minibox edges can be found independently35

of higher-dimensional Minibox simplices. By comparison, Delaunay triangulations and hence Alpha36

complexes built over random points using the Euclidean metric are known to be Opnq (linear in the37

number of vertices ) [11, 12], showing that in this setting, Minibox complexes (using the `8 metric) are38

only larger by a polylogarithmic factor.39

• We provide experimental evidence for speed ups in computation of persistence diagrams by means of40

Minibox filtrations in homological degrees zero and one.41

Even if there is a much smaller body of work on complexes in the `8 metric, as opposed to the `2 metric,42

there are several relevant related works. In particular, approximations of `8-Vietoris-Rips filtrations are43

studied in [13]. Moreover, the equivalence of the different complexes in zero and one homology is related to44

the results of [14]. In this work offset filtrations of convex objects in two and three-dimensional space are45

considered. As in our case, an equivalence of filtrations is proven in homological degrees zero and one by46

restricting offsets with Voronoi regions. While this result holds for general convex objects, Minibox filtrations47

can be used to reduce the size of `8-Čech filtration in dimensions higher than three. We also note that our48

approach is similar in spirit to the preprocessing step via collapses of [15], but works directly on the geometry49

of the given finite point set S.50

Outline. We introduce background information in Section 2, where we also define Alpha flag and Minibox51

complexes. Then, we study Alpha complexes and their properties in the `8 setting in Section 3. In Section52

4 and 5, we prove the equivalence of Alpha flag and Minibox complexes with Čech complexes in homological53

degrees zero and one. Next, algorithms for finding Minibox edges, and results on worst-case and expected54

number of Minibox edges, are given in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7 we present the results of computational55

experiments using Alpha flag and Minibox complexes. Proof details of various technical results, as well as a56

summary of the notation, can be found in the Appendix.57

2. Preliminaries58

We first introduce the relevant definitions used in later sections, then define the two new families of59

complexes studied in this paper. We point the reader to [16, 17, 18] for a more detailed introduction to60

homology and persistent homology.61

Simplicial complexes. In this work we limit ourselves to simplicial complexes built on a finite set of points62

in Rd. We denote the simplicial complex by K. We say that K is a flag complex if it is the clique complex63

of its 1-skeleton, i.e. it contains a simplex σ if and only if it contains all the one-dimensional faces of σ. We64

now introduce several constructions we will use. Let τ denote a simplex in K.65
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• The nerve of a finite collection of closed sets tAiuiPI in Rd is the abstract simplicial complex NrvptAiuiPIq “66
 

σ Ď I |
Ş

iPσ Ai ‰ H
(

.67

• The star of τ in K is the subset of simplices of K defined by Stpτq “ tσ P K | τ ď σu.68

• The closed star ClpStpτqq of τ in K is the smallest subcomplex of K containing Stpτq.69

Balls and boxes in `8 metric. Given p, q P Rd, the `8 distance, also known as maximum distance or Cheby-
shev distance, is defined by

d8pp, qq “ max
1ďiďd

t|pi ´ qi|u.

The `8-diameter of a finite set of points σ is diam8pσq “ maxp,qPσ d8pp, qq. Given a point p P pRd, d8q70

and r ě 0, the open ball of radius r and center p is Brppq “ tx P Rd | d8px, pq ă ru. We denote the71

closed ball of radius r and center p by Brppq, its boundary by BBrppq. We have εpBrppqq “ Br`εppq, where72

εpAq “ tx P Rd | d8px,Aq ď εu is the ε-thickening of A Ď Rd. Alternatively, an open ball Brppq consists of73

the points x such that pi´r ă xi ă pi`r for 1 ď i ď d. Thus, Brppq “
śd
i“1 I

p
i , where Ipi are intervals of the74

form ppi ´ r, pi ` rq for all i “ 1, . . . , d, is the interior of an axis-parallel hypercube centered at p with sides75

of length 2r. In general, we call any such Cartesian product of open (closed) intervals, a d-dimensional open76

(closed) box. In case l of the d intervals defining a closed box are degenerate, i.e. their endpoints coincide,77

we obtain a pd ´ lq-dimensional closed box in Rd. To conclude, we recall two properties of boxes, which we78

often refer to in the rest of the paper.79

Proposition 2.1. Let B be a finite collection of either open or closed boxes in Rd.80

(i) The intersection of the boxes in B is equal to the Cartesian product of the intersections of intervals81

defining these boxes, i.e. this intersection is either empty or a box.82

(ii) The intersection of any subset of boxes in B is non-empty if and only if all the pairwise intersections83

of these boxes are non-empty.84

Proof. Both (i) and (ii) follow from the facts that Cartesian products and intersections commute, and that85

the intersection of a finite number of intervals is either empty or an interval.86

Voronoi diagrams and Delaunay triangulations. These constructions have been extensively studied in com-87

putational geometry [19], primarily for Euclidean space. We refer the reader to [20] for a reference on general88

Voronoi diagrams and Delaunay triangulations.89

Definition 2.2. Let S be a finite set of points in pRd, d8q. The `8-Voronoi region of a point p P S is

Vp “
 

x P Rd | d8pp, xq ď d8pq, xq, @q P S
(

.

The bisector of a subset σ Ď S is bisσ “
 

x P Rd | d8pp, xq “ d8pq, xq for p, q P σ
(

“
Ş

pPσ Vp. The set of90

`8-Voronoi regions tVpupPS is the `8-Voronoi diagram of S.91

Definition 2.3. The `8-Delaunay complex of a finite set of points S in pRd, d8q is the simplicial complex

KD “ tσ Ď S | bisσ ‰ Hu .

If d`2 points lie on the boundary of a closed ball, see Figure 1(a), then KD contains a pd`1q-dimensional92

simplex even if the points set S is embedded in dimension d. Moreover, given two points p, q P S lying on93

an axis-parallel hyperplane, their bisector may be degenerate. For instance, this is the case for the points94

in Figure 1(b), where Vp X Vq is the union of a line segment and two cones. We define a concept of general95

position to avoid such cases for points in R2. This is necessary for proving the equivalence of Alpha and Čech96

complexes of S Ď R2, and makes the geometric realization of KD well-defined.97

Definition 2.4. Let S be a finite set of points in pR2, d8q. We say that S is in general position if no four98

points of S to lie on the boundary of a square, and no two points share a coordinate.99
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: (a) Four points in R2 whose `8-Delaunay complex is three-dimensional (c is the center of the empty ball corresponding
to the tetrahedron). (b) Degenerate intersection of `8-Voronoi regions. (c) `8-Voronoi regions are not convex.

Corollary 3.18 of [21] ensures that if S Ď pR2, d8q is in general position, then bistp1,p2,p3u “ Vp1
XVp2

XVp3
100

is either empty or a point for any distinct p1, p2, p3 P S.1101

Definition 2.5. The `8-Delaunay triangulation of a finite set of points S in general position in pR2, d8q is102

the geometric realisation of the `8-Delaunay complex KD of S, which is the set of convex hulls of simplices103

of KD.104

Finally, we note that `8-Voronoi regions are not generally convex. To see this, consider p “ p0, 0q and105

q “
`

1
2 , 1

˘

as in Figure 1(c). These are such that z1 “
`

1
4 ,

1
2

˘

, z2 “
`

3
4 ,

1
4

˘

P Vp, Vq, but the middle point on106

the line segment from z1 to z2 is z1`z2
2 “

`

1
2 ,

3
8

˘

which belongs to Vp only.107

`8-Delaunay edges. By definition of `8-Delaunay complex KD, pairs of points tp, qu Ď S are an edge of108

KD if and only if Vp X Vq is non-empty. We can further characterize `8-Delaunay edges making use of the109

concept of witness points. The proof of this characterization is given in Appendix A.110

Definition 2.6. Let S be a finite set of points in pRd, d8q. A witness point of σ Ď S is a point z such that111

z P bisσ “
Ş

pPσ Vp and d8pz, pq “
diam8pσq

2 for each p P σ. We write Zσ for the set of witness points of σ.112

Proposition 2.7. Let S be a finite set of points in pRd, d8q. Given a subset e “ tp, qu Ď S, we define113

Ar̄e “ BBr̄ppq X BBr̄pqq, where r̄ “ d8pp,qq
2 . We have that Ar̄e “ Br̄ppq X Br̄pqq is a non-empty degenerate114

closed box. Moreover, the set of witness points of e is Ze “ Ar̄ez
`
Ť

yPSzeBr̄pyq
˘

, and e belongs to the `8-115

Delaunay complex of S if and only if Ze is non-empty.116

Persistent homology. A filtration of a simplicial complex K parameterized by R is a nested sequence of117

subcomplexes KR “ tKr1 Ď Kr2 Ď . . . Ď Krmu, where R “ triu
m
i“1 is a finite set of monotonically increasing118

real values. We list three types of complexes used to define filtrations on a finite set of points S Ď pRd, d8q.119

• The Vietoris-Rips complex with radius r of S is KV R
r “

 

σ Ď S | diam8pσq ď 2r
(

.120

• The Čech complex with radius r of S is KČ
r “

 

σ Ď S |
Ş

pPσ Brppq ‰ H
(

.121

• The Alpha complex with radius r of S is KA
r “

 

σ Ď S |
Ş

pPσ

`

Brppq X Vp
˘

‰ H
(

.122

1Our general position corresponds to the weak general position of [21], where strong general position is also defined and implies
weak general position. We use the former of the two concepts, because it is sufficient to obtain the property of intersections of
`8-Voronoi regions of points in R2 used in this paper.
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For each of the complexes above, we have K‚r1 Ď K‚r2 if r1 ă r2. So, given a monotonically increasing set of123

real values R, we have the filtration K‚R “ tK
‚
r1 Ď K‚r2 Ď . . . Ď K‚rmu.124

Proposition 2.8. Let S be a finite set of points in pRd, d8q. The Čech and Vietoris-Rips complexes of S125

coincide, i.e. KČ
r “ KV R

r for any r P R.126

Proof. Follows from the definitions of Čech and Vietoris-Rips complexes and Proposition 2.1(ii).127

Corollary 2.9. The Čech complexes of S Ď pRd, d8q are flag complexes. The smallest radius such that128

σ P KČ
r is r̄ “ diam8pσq

2 for each σ Ď S.129

Given a filtration KR, we obtain the k-th persistence module MkpKRq “ tHkpKr1 ;Fq Ñ HkpKr2 ;Fq Ñ130

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ HkpKrm ;Fqu by applying the k-th homology functor Hkp´;Fq, with coefficients in a field F, to its131

elements. This admits a unique decomposition, as shown in [22], which is in bijection with a set of intervals132

of the form rri, rjq and rri,`8q. Mapping these intervals into the points pri, rjq and pri,`8q, we obtain the133

k-th persistence diagram DgmkpKRq of the filtration KR. This is a multi-set of points in the extended plane134

R2
, where R “ RYt`8u. Importantly, the Stability Theorem of [23] implies that the persistence diagrams of135

filtrations of Čech complexes of S Ď pRd, d8q are infinitesimally perturbed if S is infinitesimally perturbed.136

In practice, the persistent homology algorithm, first described in [24], takes a filtration, and outputs its137

persistence diagrams up to a fixed homological degree. A substantial amount of work has been done on the138

computational complexity of computing persistent homology, with a large number of results [25, 26, 27, 28,139

29, 30, 31, 32, 33] which have greatly sped up computations in practice [34]. The standard algorithm has140

a complexity of Opm3q, which can be reduced to Opmωq where m is the number of simplices in the input141

filtrations and ω is the matrix multiplication exponent [35]. However, it has been observed that the majority142

of computation time is spent constructing the filtration. Thus, smaller complexes generally result in faster143

computation. For instance, in the case of Čech filtrations, we have to consider Θpnk`2q simplices in order to144

compute their k-th persistence diagram. In Euclidean metric, Čech persistent homology can be computed145

using Alpha filtrations, which greatly reduces the number of simplices to be considered.146

New complexes. We propose the use of the following families of complexes as an alternative to Alpha com-147

plexes for the computation of Čech persistence diagrams of a finite set of points S Ď pRd, d8q.148

• The Alpha flag complex with radius r of S is

KAF
r “

 

σ Ď S | diam8pσq ď 2r and tp, qu P KD for each p, q P σ
(

,

where KD is the `8-Delaunay complex of S.149

• The Minibox complex with radius r of S is

KM
r “ tσ Ď S | diam8pσq ď 2r and Minipq X S “ H for each p, q P σu ,

where Minipq “
śd
i“1pmintpi, qiu,maxtpi, qiuq is the interior of the minimal bounding box of p and q.150

Remark. In Section 3, we show that KA
r is not in general a flag complex, implying KA

r ‰ KAF
r .151

It should be noted that both Alpha flag and Minibox complexes are flag complexes. Thus, we only need to152

determine their edges in order to build them. On the one hand, we need to find the `8-Delaunay edges of S153

for KAF
r . On the other hand, we have to find the all the pairs of points tp, qu Ď S satisfying Minipq XS ‰ H154

for KM
r .155

In the remainder of the paper, we prove the equivalence of the above complexes with Čech complexes in156

homological degrees zero and one. Moreover, we provide efficient algorithms for the computation of the edges157

contained in Minibox complexes. Finally, in Section 7, we study how the reduced size Minibox filtrations158

helps with persistence computations in practice.159
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: Voronoi diagrams and Delaunay triangulations of four points in R2, with Euclidean and `8 metric in (a) and (b)
respectively. Note that the triangle tx1, x2, x3u is missing from the Euclidean Delaunay triangulation in (a).

3. Alpha Complexes160

Given a finite set of points S in a Euclidean space, it is known that Alpha and Čech complexes are161

equivalent, i.e. produce the same persistence diagrams. This is a consequence of the Nerve Theorem, see [17,162

Section 3.4]. In this section, we study the properties of Alpha complexes of points in a `8 metric space. In163

particular, we show their equivalence with Čech complexes for two-dimensional points. On the other hand,164

we give a counterexample to this equivalence for points in thee-dimensions.165

Alpha complexes in R2. Assuming general position (Definition 2.4), we are able to show the following equiv-166

alence of complexes. Here we provide a proof sketch highlighting the main ideas of the proof. The full details167

of the proof can be found in Appendix B.168

Theorem 3.1. Let S be a finite set of points in pR2, d8q in general position. The Alpha and Čech filtrations169

of S are equivalent, i.e. produce the same persistence diagrams.170

Proof Sketch. We apply the Nerve Theorem (Theorem 10.7) of [36, p.1850] to the Alpha complex KA
r for any171

r P R, which is the nerve of tBrppq X VpupPS . Given e “ tp, qu and r̄ “ d8pp,qq
2 as in Proposition 2.7, this is172

possible because:173

• Each Brppq X Vp is star-like, and so contractible;174

• The intersections
`

BrppqXVp
˘

X
`

BrpqqXVq
˘

are either a line segment contained in Ar̄e “ Br̄ppqXBr̄pqq175

or retract on such a line segment;176

• Intersections of 3 or more BrppqXVp are either empty or consist of a single point by the general position177

assumption.178

Moreover, the Nerve Theorem applies to the collection tBrppqupPS by convexity, and
Ť

pPS

`

Brppq X Vp
˘

“179

Ť

pPS Brppq. So KA
r » KČ

r for any r P R, and the result follows by applying the Persistence Equivalence180

Theorem of [17, Section 7.2].181

This is similar to the results of [14], which proves that the nerve of offsets of convex shapes is equivalent,182

in homological degrees zero and one, to the union of the shapes in two and three dimensions. Furthermore,183

the above theorem implies that the degree two homology of Alpha complexes of S Ď pR2, d8q is trivial,184

because it equals one of the two-dimensional sets
Ť

pPS Brppq.185

We conclude our discussion of the properties of Alpha complexes of point sets in pR2, d8q with the following186

result, proven in Appendix B, which shows that they are flag complexes on `8-Delaunay edges. The same187

does not hold for Euclidean Alpha complexes, which are built on Euclidean Delaunay triangulations, which188

are not flag in general. See Figure 2 for an example.189
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(a) Projection along x and y axes. (b) Projection along y and z axes.

Figure 3: Five points in R3 such that their `8-Delaunay complex KD is not flag.

Proposition 3.2. Let S be a finite set of points in general position in pR2, d8q and r ě 0. Both the `8-190

Delaunay complex KD and the Alpha complex KA
r of S are flag complexes. Moreover, e “ tp, qu P KD

191

belongs to KAF
r if and only if d8pp,qq

2 ď r.192

Remark. Note that the `8-Delaunay edges of S Ď pRd, d8q can be found with the Opn logpnqq plane-sweep193

algorithm of [9], and used to build Alpha filtrations.194

Counterexample: KA
r not flag in pR3, d8q. It can be shown that in general the `8-Delaunay complexes of195

three-dimensional points do not contain all the cliques on their edges. Thus, KA
r Ď KAF

r Ď KČ
r for any196

r P R, where KAF
r is the Alpha flag complex defined in Section 2.197

Let S “ txiu
5
i“1 be the set of five points in pR3, d8q such that x1 “ p0, 0, 0q, x2 “ p2, 1, 1q, x3 “198

p1.4, 1.6,´0.6q, x4 “ p0.9,´0.3,´0.3q, and x5 “ p1.1, 1.4, 1.2q. One can check that the `8-Delaunay complex199

KD of S is not a flag complex.200

First, we have that p1, 0, 1q, p0.8, 0.8, 0.0q, and p1.5, 1.5, 0.2q are witness points of the edges tx1, x2u,201

tx1, x3u, and tx2, x3u respectively. Thus, KD contains these edges by Proposition 2.7.202

On the other hand τ “ tx1, x2, x3u is not a triangle in KD. This follows from the fact that A1
τ “203

BB1px1q X BB1px2q X BB1px3q is formed by the two line segments, plotted as thickened lines in Figure 3,204

with endpoints p1, 0.6, 0q, p1, 0.6, 0.4q and p1, 0.6, 0.4q, p1, 1, 0.4q, which are covered by B1px4q YB1px5q. The205

ε-thickenings of these line segments contain A1`ε
τ for any ε ě 0, by the properties of ε-thickenings described206

in Appendix A. In turn, the ε-thickenings of the two line segments are contained in εpB1px4q Y B1px4qq “207

B1`εpx4qYB1`εpx5q. This implies that there does not exist a point z P Vx1XVx2XVx3 , as this would require208

A1`ε
τ z

`

B1`εpx4q YB1`εpx5q
˘

to be non-empty for some ε ě 0.209

We conclude this section by providing a counterexample to the equivalence of Alpha and Čech complexes210

of three-dimensional points.211

Counterexample: KA
r and KČ

r not equivalent in pR3, d8q. We give a configuration of eight points S “212

txiu
8
i“1 Ď R3 such that their `8-Delaunay complex contains the four faces of the tetrahedron tx1, x2, x3, x4u,213

but not the tetrahedron itself. This way the Alpha complexes of S never contain tx1, x2, x3, x4u as a simplex,214

but they contain its four faces for a large enough radius parameter. Moreover, the `8-Delaunay complex215

of S also does not contain other tetrahedra that could possibly fill in the two-dimensional void created by216

the faces of tx1, x2, x3, x4u. We list the coordinates of the points giving a counterexample in Table 1, and217

plot them in Figure 4 by projecting along two of the three coordinate axes. These were found by randomly218

sampling many sets of eight points in R3, and testing whether their Alpha and Čech persistence diagrams219

were equal. The existence of such a counterexample can be thought of as a consequence of the non-convexity220

of `8-Voronoi regions, even if one may have hoped the nerve of general Voronoi regions to be well behaved221

enough to prevent this from happening.222
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(a) Projection along x and y axes. (b) Projection along y and z axes.

Figure 4: Counterexample to the equivalence of Alpha and Čech persistent homology in `8 metric. The two circumcenters of
the tetrahedron tx1, x2, x3, x4u are the red square markers. The boundaries of cubes centered in the vertices of tx1, x2, x3, x4u

are shown as dashed lines.

Table 1: Coordinates of points S Ď pR3, d8q giving a counterexample to the equivalence of Alpha and Čech filtrations.

x y z
x1 6.2 1.1 1.9
x2 2.4 4.8 1.4
x3 8.6 4.4 5.3
x4 7.3 8.2 4.9
x5 7.9 3.9 7.6
x6 4.2 6.8 0.2
x7 9.0 9.2 9.7
x8 1.0 0.1 -2.4

One can check that there are six tetrahedra belonging to the `8-Delaunay complexKD of S: tx1, x2, x3, x5u,223

tx1, x2, x3, x6u, tx1, x2, x4, x5u, tx1, x3, x4, x6u, tx2, x3, x4, x5u, and tx2, x3, x4, x6u. This can be done by find-224

ing the circumcenters of any four given points, and checking that the circumspheres of these (which in this225

case are cubes) do not contain any of the other points. It is important to note that in `8 metric four three-226

dimensional points might have two distinct circumcenters. For instance this is the case for tx1, x2, x3, x4u,227

the circumcenters of which are represented as red square markers in Figures 4(a) and 4(b), having coor-228

dinates w1 “ p5.95, 4.65, 1.75q and w2 “ p5.05, 4.65, 4.95q2. On the other hand, in Euclidean metric four229

affinely independent three-dimensional points have exactly one circumcenter. Moreover, w1 and w2 are not230

witnesses of tx1, x2, x3, x4u, because they are closer to x5 and x6 than to the vertices of this tetrahedron.231

Thus, tx1, x2, x3, x4u R K
D. Regarding the faces of tx1, x2, x3, x4u, we have that:232

• p5.5, 4.2, 3.9q is a witness of tx1, x2, x3u at distance 3.1 from x1, x2, and x3.233

• p4.05, 4.65, 4.95q is a witness of tx1, x2, x4u at distance 3.55 from x1, x2, and x4.234

• p8.75, 4.65, 1.75q is a witness of tx1, x3, x4u at distance 3.55 from x1, x3, and x4.235

• p5.5, 5.1, 3.9q is a witness point of tx2, x3, x4u at distance 3.1 from x2, x3, and x4.236

The tetrahedra belonging to the `8-Delaunay complex of S (listed in the above discussion) do not create237

a boundary for the degree-two homology class created by adding tx1, x2, x3u, tx1, x2, x4u, tx1, x3, x4u, and238

2Note that w1 and w2 are two distinct points, of which the bisector of tx1, x2, x3, x4u is a subset. Thus, it is possible to have
a non-contractible bisector, which invalidates the equivalence proof strategy making use of the Nerve Theorem.
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tx2, x3, x4u into KA
r , for r ą 0 big enough. Thus, the persistence diagram in homological degree two of the239

Alpha filtration of S has a point at infinity, i.e. an homology class that never dies. On the other hand, the240

persistence diagrams in homological degree two of the Čech filtration of S cannot have such a point, because241

Čech complexes have trivial homology for a big enough radius.242

4. Equivalence of Alpha Flag Complexes243

We prove that Alpha flag and Čech complexes of a finite set of points S Ď pRd, d8q produce the same244

persistence diagrams in homological degrees zero and one. Thus, the complexes KAF
r can be used to limit245

the size of filtrations used in the computation of Čech persistence diagrams. However, Alpha flag complexes,246

similarly to Alpha complexes, cannot be used for the computation of persistence in homological degree two247

or higher. One advantage over Alpha complexes is that it is only necessary to find the `8-Delaunay edges248

on S, rather than the full `8-Delaunay complex.249

In the proof of the theorem presented in this section, we make use of the following two results. We again250

provide proof sketches for readability, with full proofs in Appendix C. We omit referencing the field F when251

referring to the homology of complexes. Finally, a non-Delaunay edge is a pair of points tp, qu Ď S that252

does not belong to the `8-Delaunay complex of S. Importantly, we do not make use of any general position253

assumption on S.254

Our proof is based on the idea of decomposing Čech complexes into filtrations adding a single edge, and255

the cliques it forms, at each filtration step. To deal with the problem of multiple edges possibly having the256

same length 2r̄ we introduce the following definitions.257

Definition 4.1. Let S be a finite set of points in pRd, d8q. A single edge-length range of Čech complexes of

S is an open interval pr, r ` εq Ď R such that all the edges not in KČ
r and contained in KČ

r`ε have the same

length 2r̄. Given a single edge-length range pr, r ` εq, the Čech edge-by-edge filtration of S on this range is

KČ
r “ KČ

0 Ď KČ
1 Ď . . . Ď KČ

ni
“ KČ

r`ε,

where KČ
i contains exactly one edge not in KČ

i´1, together with the cliques containing this edge, for each
1 ď i ď ni. The corresponding Alpha flag edge-by-edge filtration of S on the same range is

KAF
r “ KAF

0 Ď KAF
1 Ď . . . Ď KAF

ni
“ KAF

r`ε,

where KAF
i “ KČ

i XK
AF
r`ε for each 1 ď i ď ni.258

Lemma 4.2. Let pr, r` εq be a single edge-length range of Čech complexes of S Ď pRd, d8q, and tKAF
i u

ni
i“0,259

tKČ
i u

ni
i“0 the Alpha flag and Čech edge-by-edge filtrations on this range. If going from KAF

i´1 to KAF
i a `8-260

Delaunay edge is the only simplex added in KAF
i , then this is also the only simplex added going from KČ

i´1261

to KČ
i .262

Proof Sketch. Let e “ tp, qu be the `8-Delaunay edge added in KAF
i . We define r̄ “ d8pp,qq

2 , so that263

r ă r̄ ă r ` ε, and Y̊ “ ty P S | d8py, pq ă 2r̄ and d8py, qq ă 2r̄u.264

It is possible to show that Y̊ has to be empty, otherwise at least a triangle would be added in KAF
i265

together with e. Finally, a contradiction is obtained with e adding a higher-dimensional simplex in KČ
i ,266

because this would require Y̊ to be non-empty or the same simplex to be added in KAF
i .267

Lemma 4.3. Let pr, r ` εq be a single edge-length range of Čech complexes of S Ď pRd, d8q, and tKČ
i u

ni
i“0268

the Čech edge-by-edge filtration on this range. If the edge e “ tp, qu added going from KČ
i´1 to KČ

i is269

non-Delaunay for 1 ď i ď ni, then HkpK
Č
i zStpeqq “ HkpK

Č
i´1q and HkpK

Č
i q are isomorphic for k “ 0, 1.270
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Proof Sketch. Let A “ ClpStpeqq Ď KČ
i and B “ KČ

i zStpeq, so that A X B “ ClpStpeqqzStpeq. Note that

KČ
i zStpeq “ KČ

i´1 by definition of Čech edge-by-edge filtration. Applying the reduced Mayer-Vietoris se-
quence with these A and B, we obtain

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ H̃kpClpStpeqqzStpeqq Ñ H̃kpK
Č
i zStpeqq Ñ H̃kpK

Č
i q Ñ H̃k´1pClpStpeqqzStpeqq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨

Thus, it is sufficient to show that H̃kpClpStpeqqzStpeqq is trivial for k “ 0, 1.271

It is possible to define a complex K0 on Y̊ “ ty P S | d8py, pq ă 2r̄ and d8py, qq ă 2r̄u, where r̄ “ d8pp,qq
2 ,272

such that K0 Ď ClpStpeqqzStpeq Ď KČ
i . The proof follows by showing that K0 has trivial homology, and273

proving that ClpStpeqqzStpeq has the same homology of K0 in degrees zero and one.274

Theorem 4.4. Let S be a finite set of points in pRd, d8q. Given a single edge-length range pr, r ` εq of275

Čech complexes of S, if HkpK
AF
r q Ñ HkpK

Č
r q is an isomorphism, then HkpK

AF
r`εq Ñ HkpK

Č
r`εq is also an276

isomorphism for k “ 0, 1.277

Proof. Given the Alpha flag and Čech edge-by-edge filtrations of S on pr, r`εq, we prove that if HkpK
AF
i´1q Ñ278

HkpK
Č
i´1q is an isomorphism, then HkpK

AF
i q Ñ HkpK

Č
i q is also an isomorphism for k “ 0, 1 and each279

1 ď i ď ni. The result follows by chaining these isomorphisms. We write e “ tp, qu for the only edge in KČ
i280

not in KČ
i´1, and define r̄ “ d8pp,qq

2 . The case in which e is a `8-Delaunay edge and the case in which it is281

not are treated separately. The idea is to show that in the former case HkpK
AF
i q and HkpK

Č
i q change in the282

same way for k “ 0, 1, while in the latter case there are no changes in homological degrees zero and one.283

CASE 1: e is `8-Delaunay284

We further subdivide this case in two subcases.285

1. The edge e is the only simplex added going from KAF
i´1 to KAF

i .286

2. The edge e and other simplices, which are cliques containing e, are added going from KAF
i´1 to KAF

i .287

Subcase 1.1. By Lemma 4.2 e is the only simplex added going from KČ
i´1 to KČ

i . Then, e either deletes288

the same connected component or creates the same degree-one homology class in KAF
i and KČ

i , because289

KAF
i´1 and KČ

i´1 have the same vertices and HkpK
AF
i´1q Ñ HkpK

Č
i´1q is an isomorphism for k “ 0, 1. Thus,290

HkpK
AF
i q Ñ HkpK

Č
i q induced by the inclusion KAF

i Ď KČ
i is also an isomorphism for k “ 0, 1.291

Subcase 1.2. Apart from e “ tp, qu, the complexes KAF
i and KČ

i contain at least a triangle τ “ tp, q, yu292

not in KAF
i´1 and KČ

i´1. Thus, e cannot either delete connected components or create degree-one homology293

classes in both. This follows because p and q are connected in KAF
i´1 and KČ

i´1 via the edges tp, yu, tq, yu,294

and any new 1-cycle would need to contain e, but would also be homologous to a 1-cycle containing tp, yu295

and ty, qu in place of e.296

We show that the same degree-one homology classes are deleted in KAF
i and KČ

i . For this, we further

refine the inclusion KČ
i´1 Ď KČ

i into the subfiltration

KČ
i´1 “ LČ0 Ď LČ1 Ď . . . Ď LČnj

“ KČ
i ,

where LČ1 is equal to KČ
i´1 union the simplices added going from KAF

i´1 to KAF
i , and LČj is equal to LČj´1297

union a triangle τ̌j and the higher-dimensional simplices containing this triangle for each 2 ď j ď nj . Note298

that τ̌j is a non-Delaunay triangle with at least one non-Delaunay edge, i.e. τ̌ R KAF
i . In particular, LČj299

is defined by choosing τ̌j “ tp, q, y̌ju among the triangles containing e and such that Br̄py̌jq X Ar̄e intersects300
Ť

y̌PY̌ Br̄py̌q, where Y̌ “ ty̌ P S | tp, q, y̌u P LČj´1u. We prove that it is possible to define LČj this way by301

showing that one such τ̌j exists for each 2 ď j ď nj .302

Suppose Br̄py̌jq X Ar̄e and
Ť

y̌PY̌ Br̄py̌q do not intersect for any of the triangles tτ̌ju still to be added in303

LČnj
. It follows that also the union of the closed balls centered in the vertices y̌j of the triangles tτ̌ju does not304

intersect
Ť

y̌PY̌ Br̄py̌q. Thus, the boundary of this union of closed balls intersects Ar̄e in a point z, because305
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the latter is not covered by any union of open balls of radius r̄ by Proposition 2.7. But z is a witness of some306

τ̌j still to be added, because the boundary of a union of balls is a subset of the union of their boundaries,307

making τ̌j into a `8-Delaunay simplex. This contradicts the fact that all `8-Delaunay triangles are added308

going from LČ0 to LČ1 .309

To conclude, we have that going from KAF
i´1 to KAF

i and from KČ
i´1 “ LČ0 to LČ1 the same degree-310

one homology classes are deleted, because the same set of triangles containing only `8-Delaunay edges is311

added in KAF
i and LČ1 . Moreover, we can show that no degree-one homology class is deleted at each step312

LČj´1 Ď LČj for 2 ď j ď nj . By definition of LČj , Br̄py̌jq has to intersect at least one Br̄py̌
1q such that313

y̌1 P Y̌ “ ty̌ P S | tp, q, y̌u P LČj´1u. So d8py̌j , y̌
1q ă 2r̄, because Br̄py̌jq X Br̄py̌

1q ‰ H, and it follows314

ty̌j , y̌
1u P KČ

i´1 Ď LČj´1. Besides, the edges tp, y̌1u, tq, y̌1u are in LČj´1, because y̌1 P Y̌, and the edges tp, y̌ju,315

tq, y̌ju are in LČj´1, otherwise τ̌ could not be added in LČj . Thus, we have tp, y̌j , y̌
1u, tq, y̌j , y̌

1u P LČj´1, because316

all their edges are in LČj´1, and tp, q, y̌1u P LČj´1 by definition of Y̌. So, adding the triangle τ̌j in LČj also317

adds the tetrahedron tp, q, y̌1, y̌ju in LČj . Thus, any 2-cycle containing τ̌j is homologous to one containing the318

other three faces of tp, q, y̌1, y̌ju in its place, and we conclude that τ̌j cannot delete any degree-one homology319

class in LČj .320

CASE 2: e is non-Delaunay321

We have KAF
i´1 “ KAF

i , because e is not added to Alpha flag complexes. Moreover, HkpK
Č
i´1q Ñ HkpK

Č
i q is322

an isomorphism for k “ 0, 1, by Lemma 4.3. So, homology in degrees zero and one remains unchanged at323

KAF
i´1 Ď KAF

i and KČ
i´1 Ď KČ

i .324

Corollary 4.5. Let S be a finite set of points in pRd, d8q. Given a finite set of monotonically increasing325

real-values R “ triu
m
i“1, the Alpha flag KAF

R and Čech filtrations KČ
R of S have the same persistence diagrams326

in homological degrees zero and one.327

Proof. Let KAF
r1 Ď KAF

r2 Ď . . . Ď KAF
rm and KČ

r1 Ď KČ
r2 Ď . . . Ď KČ

rm the Alpha flag and Čech filtrations on328

R. We have that HkpK
AF
ri q Ñ HkpK

Č
riq is an isomorphism for each 1 ď i ď m and k “ 0, 1 by chaining the329

isomorphisms obtained by applying Theorem 4.4 to each single edge-length range pr, r ` εq Ď r0, ris. The330

proof follows by the Persistence Equivalence Theorem of [17, Section 7.2]331

Remark. The above result extends to generic dimension d the equivalence of persistence diagrams in homo-332

logical degrees zero and one proven in [14] for two and three-dimensional convex objects.333

5. Equivalence of Minibox Complexes334

Given the results of the previous section, we prove that Minibox complexes can also be used to compute335

Čech persistence diagrams in homological degrees zero and one. We show that KAF
r Ď KM

r , and use this336

inclusion to derive isomorphisms HkpK
AF
r q Ñ HkpK

M
r q for k “ 0, 1 for any r P R.337

A disadvantage of Minibox complexes, compared to Alpha flag complexes, is that they contain more338

edges, and so produce larger filtrations, leading to slower computation of persistence diagrams. However, we339

provide efficient algorithms for finding Minibox edges in the next section, which are used for the computation340

of persistence diagrams in Section 7. On the other hand, efficient algorithms for finding Alpha flag edges, i.e.341

`8-Delaunay edges, are only available for points in R2 [9]. We also show that the expected number of edges in342

Minibox complexes is O
`

2d´1n lnd´1
pnq

˘

, when considering n randomly sampled points S Ď pRd, d8q. This343

is substantially smaller than the quadratic number of edges in Čech complexes. By comparison, the number344

of edges in the Minibox complex is within a polylogarithmic factor of the expected number of edges in an345

Alpha complex (using the `2 metric). The expected size of the Alpha complex using the `8 metric is not346

known, but we conjecture that it is linear in the number of vertices, just as in the standard `2 case.347

Recall that Minipq “
śd
i“1

`

mintpi, qiu,maxtpi, qiu
˘

, used in the definition of Minibox complexes, is the348

interior of the minimal bounding box of any p, q P S. In the following, we refer to Minipq as the minibox of349

p and q, and to any pair tp, qu such that Minipq X S “ H as a Minibox edge.350
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Proposition 5.1. Let S be a finite set of points in pRd, d8q, e “ tp, qu a pair of points of S, and Minipq351

the minibox of p and q. If there exists y P S such that y P Minipq, then e is not an edge of the `8-Delaunay352

complex of S.353

Proof. Given r̄ “ d8pp,qq
2 , we have Ar̄e “ Br̄ppqXBr̄pqq by Proposition 2.7. Equivalently Ar̄e “

śd
i“1rbi´r̄, ai`354

r̄s, where ai “ mintpi, qiu and bi “ maxtpi, qiu for each 1 ď i ď d. Then, given y P Minipq, it follows that355

ai ă yi ă bi for each 1 ď i ď d, implying yi´r̄ ă bi´r̄ and ai`r̄ ă yi`r̄. Thus, rbi´r̄, ai`r̄s Ă pyi´r̄, yi`r̄q356

for each 1 ď i ď d, and Ar̄e Ă Br̄pyq. The result follows applying Proposition 2.7.357

Remark. The above result implies that any `8-Delaunay edge is also a Minibox edges, and so KAF
r Ď KM

r358

for any r P R.359

Theorem 5.2. Let S be a finite set of points in pRd, d8q. Given the Alpha flag KAF
r and Minibox KM

r360

complexes with radius r P R, then HkpK
AF
r q and HkpK

M
r q are isomorphic in homological degrees zero and361

one.362

Proof. We have KAF
r Ď KM

r Ď KČ
r , and we know that HkpK

AF
r q Ñ HkpK

Č
r q is an isomorphism for k “ 0, 1

from the discussion in the proof of Corollary 4.5. Thus, we have the following commutative diagrams, implying
that HkpK

AF
r q Ñ HkpK

M
r q is injective for k “ 0, 1 and any r P R.

KAF
r KČ

r

KM
r

ùñ

HkpK
AF
r q HkpK

Č
r q

HkpK
M
r q

–

To conclude our proof, it is sufficient to show the surjectivity of HkpK
AF
r q Ñ HkpK

M
r q for k “ 0, 1.363

First, note that KM
r contains more edges than KAF

r , and that they have the same vertices. Thus, a364

connected component in KM
r corresponds to one or more connected components in KAF

r , and H0pK
AF
r q Ñ365

H0pK
M
r q induced by the inclusion has to be surjective.366

To prove the surjectivity of H1pK
AF
r q Ñ H1pK

M
r q, we show that for any rγs P H1pK

M
r q there exists a367

1-cycle representing rγs containing only `8-Delaunay edges of length less than or equal to 2r.368

Let γ be a 1-cycle in KM
r representing rγs P H1pK

M
r q, and e “ tp, qu a non-Delaunay edge in γ of

maximum length. We have Ar̄e “ Br̄ppq X Br̄pqq, where r̄ “ d8pp,qq
2 by Proposition 2.7. Given Y̊ “ ty P

S | d8py, pq ă 2r̄ and d8py, qq ă 2r̄u, we equivalently have Y̊ “ S X B2r̄ppq X B2r̄pqq and Y̊ “ S X r̄pAr̄eq,
because εpAr̄eq equals Br̄`εppq X Br̄`εpqq by the properties of boxes described in Appendix A. For points in
R2, these sets are illustrated in Figure 5, where Ar̄e is represented by a thickened vertical line between p and q.
Moreover, we have Minipq Ď r̄pcq Ď r̄pAr̄eq, where c “ p`q

2 , because taking ε-thickenings preserves inclusions,
and Minipq has sizes of length less than or equal to 2r̄ and center c. Then, because e is a non-Delaunay edge,
Ar̄e must be covered by the union of balls centered in the points of Sztp, qu by Proposition 2.7. Thus, at least
one y P Sztp, qu is such that Br̄pyq intersects Ar̄e, i.e. Y̊ ‰ H. Given ȳ P Y̊ to be a point realizing

min
yPY̊

d8py,Minipqq,

we have that Minipȳ and Miniqȳ do not contain points in Sztp, q, ȳu, as we can show a contradiction otherwise.369

Suppose there exists either y1 P SzY̊ or y2 P Y̊ belonging to one of these two miniboxes. Without loss370

of generality, we assume either y1 Ď Minipȳ or y2 Ď Minipȳ. In the former case we have Minipȳ Ď r̄pAr̄eq,371

because p is on the boundary of r̄pAr̄eq and ȳ in its interior. So y1 P r̄pAr̄eq, implying that y1 P Y̊, which is a372

contradiction. In the latter case, it must be that d8py
2,Minipqq ă d8pȳ,Minipqq by definition of Minipȳ and373

d8, which is in contradiction with ȳ minimizing the distance to Minipq.374

So, there exists a vertex ȳ P Y̊ of the Minibox complex connected to p and q by the edges tp, ȳu and tq, ȳu.375

These are shorter than 2r̄, by definition of Y̊, so that tp, ȳu, tq, ȳu Ď KM
r . Swapping tp, ȳu and tq, ȳu for e376

in γ, we obtain a 1-cycle homologous to γ. This procedure can be repeated only a finite number of times, as377
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Figure 5: The pair pp, qq is not a `8-Delaunay edge, but it is a Minibox edge. Minipq is the gray region having p and q as two

vertices. The set Y̊ consists of four yi points contained in the rectangle r̄pAr̄
eq, whose boundary is represented by a dash-dot

line.

we have a finite number of non-Delaunay edges, and at each iteration an edge is replaced by edges which are378

strictly shorter, so that future iterations cannot reintroduce edges which were previously removed. When the379

procedure cannot be repeated, we have a 1-cycle γ1 in KM
r homologous to γ, containing only `8-Delaunay380

edges. Hence, γ1 represents a degree-one homology class in the Alpha flag complex which is mapped into rγs381

by H1pK
AF
r q Ñ H1pK

M
r q.382

Corollary 5.3. Let S be a finite set of points in pRd, d8q. Given a finite set of monotonically increasing383

real-values R “ triu
m
i“1, the Alpha flag KAF

R and Minibox filtrations KM
R of S have the same persistence384

diagrams in homological degrees zero and one.385

Proof. Follows from the Persistence Equivalence Theorem of [17, Section 7.2] as for Corollary 4.5.386

Number of Minibox edges. We conclude this section by studying the number of edges that a Minibox complex387

KM
r can contain. We start by noting that in the worst case a Minibox complex can contain Opn2q edges.388

For example the union of S1 “
 

pi “
`

0` i
n , 1´

i
n

˘(n

i“1
and S2 “

 

qj “
`

2` j
n , 1´

j
n

˘(n

j“1
is a set of 2n389

points in R2, on parallel line segments, such that the miniboxes Minipiqj for 1 ď j ď i ď n do not contain390

any point in S1 Y S2. Thus, the Minibox complex of S1 Y S2 will contain more than npn´1q
2 edges for a large391

enough radius parameter, see Figure 6(b). For comparison, Figure 6(a) illustrates the 4n´ 3 Alpha flag (i.e.392

`8-Delaunay) edges on the same set of points.393

Then, we study the expected number of Minibox edges on randomly sampled points. Recall that a point394

p dominates q if each of the coordinates of p is greater than the corresponding coordinate of q. Moreover,395

p directly dominates q if p dominates q and there is no other point y P S such that p dominates y and y396

dominates q. It follows that if p directly dominates q, then tp, qu is a Minibox edge and p and q are not397

collinear. On the other hand, if tp, qu is a Minibox edge and p and q are not collinear, then p and q might398

not dominate each other. This is the case for tp, q2u and tp, q4u in Figure 6(c). However, as long as p, q P Rd399

are not collinear, there is a sequence of maximum d´ 1 reflections about the coordinate hyperplanes so that400

either p dominates q or q dominates p. Thus, an empty minibox Minipq corresponds to a direct dominance401

pair tp, qu via one of 2d´1 possible sequences of reflections.402
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6: (a) `8-Delaunay edges of S1 Y S2. (b) Minibox edges of S1 Y S2. (c) Only tp, q1u and tq3, pu are direct dominance
pairs.

Proposition 5.4. Let S be a finite set of n uniformly distributed random points in pRd, d8q such that403

there does not exist any pair of collinear points in S. The expected number of Minibox edges of S is404

O
`

2d´1n lnd´1
pnq

˘

.405

Proof. The expected number of maximal points of S (i.e. points not dominated by any other point of S) is406

O
`

lnd´1
pnq

˘

[37]. As discussed in [38, Section 2], it follows that the expected number of direct dominance407

pairs is O
`

n lnd´1
pnq

˘

, because the points directly dominated by any p P S are the maximal points in the408

subset of points of S dominated by p. Finally, the expected number of empty miniboxes, corresponding to409

Minibox edges, is O
`

2d´1n lnd´1
pnq

˘

because an empty minibox can be mapped to a direct dominance pair410

by one of 2d´1 possible sequences of reflections as discussed above.411

6. Minibox Edge Algorithms412

We present algorithms for finding all pairs of points tp, qu of S Ď pRd, d8q such that Minipq XS is empty.413

By definition these are all the edges a Minibox complex can contain. We study the two-dimensional, three-414

dimensional, and higher-dimensional cases separately. In every case, we assume S to contain n points and415

to be preprocessed so as to eliminate collinear points. For d “ 2, we reference algorithms for rectangular416

visibility and direct dominance. For d “ 3, we recall known results on direct dominance and present two new417

algorithms. These maintain dynamic tree data structures that can be used to efficiently determine whether418

Minipq X S is empty or not. For general dimension d, the problem of finding all empty miniboxes S can be419

seen as the problem of testing offline orthogonal range emptiness. In describing the algorithms, we provide420

pointers to the relevant results on range queries.421

We provide an implementation of our algorithms in the form of the persty Python package, the source422

code of which is available at https://github.com/gbeltramo/persty.423

Preprocessing. The algorithms we are going to present assume that there are no collinear points in S, i.e.424

pi ‰ qi for each 1 ď i ď d and p, q P S. This assumption can be verified in time Opdn logpnqq by sorting S425

along each of the coordinates of its points, and then iterating on each of the d instances of sorted points to426

see if any two consecutive points share a coordinate.427

If the assumption is not met for a coordinate î, we sample n real values from a uniform distribution on428

p´ε, εq, and sum these values to the î-th coordinates of points in S. With probability 1, this results in the429

points of S not being collinear in their î coordinate. We may choose ε to be an arbitrarily small real value430

for each such î. This way the Čech persistence diagrams of the original S and of the transformed S without431

collinear points are arbitrarily close by the Stability Theorem. Hence, it follows that persistence diagrams432

computed using the Minibox complexes of the original and transformed points are arbitrarily close.433
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Table 2: Complexities of Minibox edge algorithms for best, average, and worst-case k of randomly sampled S Ď R3.

Generic Best Average Worst

Known
Time Opk log2

pnqq Opn log2
pnqq Opn log4

pnqq Opn2 log2
pnqq

Space Opk logpnqq Opn logpnqq Opn log3
pnqq Opn2 logpnqq

Algorithm 1
Time Opn2 logpnqq Opn2 logpnqq Opn2 logpnqq Opn2 logpnqq

Space Opnq Opnq Opnq Opnq

Algorithm 2
Time Opk log2

pnqq Opn log2
pnqq Opn log4

pnqq Opn2 log2
pnqq

Space Opn log2
pnqq Opn log2

pnqq Opn log2
pnqq Opn log2

pnqq

Points in two dimensions. The definition of rectangular visibility for p and q given in [39] is equivalent to434

Minipq X S “ H. Thus, the algorithm presented in [39] computes the Minibox edges of S Ď pR2, d8q in435

Opn logpnq ` kq time and Opnq space, where k is the number of reported edges and n the number of points436

of S. Furthermore, any algorithm for finding the direct dominance pairs of S can be applied twice (to S and437

its reflection over the x axis) to find the Minibox edges of S. So, the same time and space complexities are438

obtained by using the divide-and-conquer algorithm of [40] for direct dominance pairs of points in R2.439

Known results for points in three dimensions. In [40] it is given an algorithm for direct dominances of S Ď R3
440

taking O
`

pn ` k1q log2
pnq

˘

time and O
`

pn ` k1q logpnq
˘

space, where k1 is the number of direct dominance441

pairs and n the number of points of S. Thus, the Minibox edges of S can be found by applying this algorithm442

four times, because of the relation between Minibox edges and direct dominance pairs discussed in Section443

5. The resulting algorithm for Minibox edges has time complexity Opk log2
pnqq and uses Opk logpnqq space,444

where k is the number of Minibox edges of S.445

Given n randomly sampled points in R3, the best, average and worst-case values of k areOpnq, Opn log2
pnqq,446

and Opn2q respectively. The best case follows because there exists a Minibox edge from each point to its447

nearest neighbour, and there are n ´ 1 Minibox edges on n points on any non axis-parallel line in R3. The448

average case is Opn log2
pnqq by Proposition 5.4 with fixed dimension d “ 3. The worst case is discussed with449

an example in Section 5, and illustrated in Figure 6(b).450

In the following, we present two novel algorithms that improve the space complexity, for average and451

worst-case k, of the Minibox edge algorithm derived from known direct dominance algorithms.452

Algorithm for three-dimensional points using Opnq space. Let S be a set of n points in R3, which does not453

contain collinear points. We describe a Opn2 logpnqq algorithm using Opnq storage for finding the Minibox454

edges of S. The pseudocode is given in Algorithm 1. This improves both the time and space complexities455

for worst-case k of the algorithm derived from known direct dominance results, see Table 2.456

The idea is to sweep a plane in the z direction for each p P S, so to find all Minibox edges tp, qu. In457

particular, we define the starting sweep-plane to be the set of points tv P R3 | vz “ pzu for each p “458

ppx, py, pzq P S. Moreover, we assume the sweep-plane to be centered in ppx, pyq, so that its first quadrant459

consists of the points with x and y coordinates greater than px and py respectively. As points q P S are460

encountered moving upward, we check whether Minipq does not contain other points of S using a dynamic461

red-black tree data structure. In order to simplify our exposition, we only discuss the case in which the462

projection of q belongs to the first quadrant of the sweep-plane. This is sufficient to prove the correctness of463

Algorithm 1 by the definition of pxy and qxy on line 8, and because distinct red-black trees are defined on464

line 5 for each of the four quadrants of the sweep-plane.465

We show that for any p P S Algorithm 1 correctly identifies the pairs tp, qu with q P S and pz ă qz such
that Minipq X S is empty. The points of S are first sorted on their z coordinate. This way each iteration of
the inner loop on lines 6´ 22 checks the points q P S with pz ă qz in sorted order. As mentioned above, we
only consider the case in which pqx, qyq lies in the first quadrant of the sweep-plane with respect to ppx, pyq.
We define

Q1 “ tq1 P S | px ă q1x and py ă q1y and pz ă q1z ă qzu,
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Algorithm 1 Minibox edges of a finite set of points S in three-dimensions using red-black trees.

1: input: array points, the finite set of points S in pR3, d8q
2: edgesÐ empty list of two-tuples of integers
3: Sort points on their z-coordinate
4: for i “ 0 to |S| ´ 1 do
5: T1, T2, T3, T4 Ð empty red-black trees, one per quadrant
6: for j “ i` 1 to |S| ´ 1 do
7: p, q Ð pointsris, pointsrjs
8: pxy, qxy Ð p0, 0q, p|qx ´ px|, |qy ´ py|q
9: lÐ index such that pqx, qyq is in the l-th quadrant of the sweep-plane centered in ppx, pyq

10: if Tl is non-empty then
11: q̂1xy Ð first element to the left of qxy in Tl bisecting on |qx ´ px|
12: if q1xy does not exist then
13: Delete the points in Tl that dominate qxy, insert qxy in Tl at |qx ´ px|, and add pi, jq in edges
14: else
15: if q̂1xy dominates qxy then
16: Delete the points in Tl that dominate qxy, insert qxy in Tl at |qx´ px|, and add pi, jq in edges
17: end if
18: end if
19: else
20: Insert qxy in Tl at |qx ´ px|, and add pi, jq in edges
21: end if
22: end for
23: end for
24: return edges

(a) (b)

Figure 7: Two iterations of the inner loop of Algorithm 1. The points above the sweep-plane are illustrated as squares. (a) The
point q5 is reached by the sweep-plane, and tp, q5u is a Minibox edge. So q5 is inserted in T1 (initially containing q2, q1, q4,
and q3) after deleting q1 and q4. (b) The point q6 is reached by the sweep-plane, but tp, q6u is not a Minibox edges, because
q6 dominates q5. So T1 is not updated.

and
Q1xy “ tq

1
xy P R2 | q1xy “ p|q

1
x ´ px|, |q

1
y ´ py|q for each q1 P Q1u,

where p “ ppx, py, pzq, q “ pqx, qy, qzq, q
1 “ pq1x, q

1
y, q

1
zq P R3. Because the points in Q1 are the only points466

that may be contained in Minipq, it follows that Minipq is empty if and only if the two-dimensional minibox467

Minipxyqxy does not contain any point of Q1xy. Thus, a possible strategy could be to store the points of Q1xy468

in the nodes of T1, and then search on these to find whether there exists q1xy P Minipxyqxy . Note that any469
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q2xy P Q
1
xy which dominates another q1xy P Q

1
xy is such that if q2xy P Minipxyqxy

, then q1xy P Minipxyqxy
by470

definition of minibox and Q1xy. Hence, it is sufficient to store a subset of points of Q1xy in T1, and search on471

those to find a point contained in Minipxyqxy
. In particular, we can restrict to Q11 Ď Q1xy which we define as472

the largest subset of Q1xy such that no point in Q11 dominates a point in Q1xy. By definition, we have that473

the points in Q11 correspond to a two-dimensional staircase, i.e. if the points of Q11 are sorted on their first474

coordinate, then their second coordinates are monotonically decreasing. Algorithm 1 stores the points of Q11475

in the nodes of T1, sorted on their first coordinate. This is done with the updates on lines 13, 16, and 20.476

Moreover, the fact that the points of Q11 form a staircase implies that Minipxyqxy
XQ1xy is empty if and only477

if qxy does not dominate the point q̂1xy P Q
1
1 directly to its left. Thus, we can search T1 for this q̂1xy with478

Oplogpnqq operations, which can then be used to decide whether to add tp, qu to the list of Minibox edges or479

not. Figure 7 illustrates two consecutive iterations of the inner loop on lines 6´ 22 of Algorithm 1, where on480

the left Q11 “ tq1, q2, q3, q4u and on the right Q11 “ tq2, q3, q5u.481

The only data structures maintained by Algorithm 1 are the red-black trees T1, T2, T3, and T4, each482

containing at most n´1 points. So, the space complexity of Algorithm 1 is Opnq. Finally, the inner loop may483

require to delete and add Opnq points into red-black trees, and search on these same trees Opnq times. Since484

either deleting, adding, or searching on a red-black tree requires Oplogpnqq operations, we conclude that the485

inner loop takes a total of Opn logpnqq operations. Hence, Algorithm 1 has Opn2 logpnqq time complexity.486

Algorithm for three-dimensional points using Opn log2
pnqq space. Given S Ď R3 as above, we present Algo-487

rithm 2 for finding the direct dominance pairs of S. This has Oppn`k1q log2
pnqq time and Opn log2

pnqq space488

complexities, where k1 is the number of direct dominance pairs and n the number of points of S. The above489

discussion for the algorithm using known direct dominance results applies here as well. So, Algorithm 2 can490

be used to obtain the Minibox edges of S in Opk log2
pnqq time and Opn log2

pnqq space, where k is the number491

of Minibox edges of S. This improves the space complexity for average-case k, see Table 2.492

The idea is to use range queries taking Oplog2
pnqq time to find points such that tp, qu is a direct dominance493

pair. This is achieved by querying a range tree with fractional cascading [19, Section 5.6], and updating a494

dynamic priority search tree with the results of these queries [41].495

We prove that for any p P S, Algorithm 2 correctly identifies each direct dominance pair tp, qu with q P S.496

To begin with, we build a range tree R with fractional cascading on the points of S, which is a three-level497

data structure. The first level is a binary search tree sorted on x coordinates, the second level contains binary498

search trees sorted on y coordinates, and the third level arrays of points sorted on z coordinates. This uses499

Opn log2
pnqq space, and computes s points in a three-dimensional orthogonal range rx1, x2sˆry1, y2sˆrz1, z2s500

in Oplog2
pnq ` sq time. We assume R to be built as in [19, Section 5.6], so that a three-dimensional range501

query returns Oplog2
pnqq third level arrays sorted on z coordinates with pointers to their first elements502

with z coordinate greater than z1. By computing only the Oplog2
pnqq points corresponding to the pointed503

to elements of these sorted arrays, and finding the point with minimum z coordinate among these with504

Oplog2
pnqq operations, we obtain the point q with minimum z coordinate among those in the original three-505

dimensional range. We say that q is the output of a min-z three-dimensional query on R. In particular,506

we define a min-z query on R to return either the point with minimum z coordinate in a three-dimensional507

orthogonal range or p`8,`8,`8q if the orthogonal range is empty. Note that a min-z query on R takes508

Oplog2
pnqq time.509

On line 7 of Algorithm 2 the point q directly above p in the z direction is found, and then used to initialize510

a priority search tree P . In particular, P is defined as a dynamic red-black tree sorted on x coordinates, with511

the property of being also a min-heap on z coordinates. Each node of P contains the coordinates of a point512

q and the x and y ranges of the three-dimensional orthogonal range containing q. The Cartesian product of513

these ranges is a “vertical” rectangle in the sweep-plane used in Algorithm 1. Hence, we can think of P as a514

data structure keeping track of these “vertical” rectangles.515

Importantly, P has the following property: the union of the “vertical” rectangles stored at the nodes of P516

equals to the area under the staircase described by the points of Q11 used in Algorithm 1, see Figure 8. This517

property holds true when P is initialized, and it is preserved when updating P on lines 12´ 16 of Algorithm518

2, because at each iteration of the inner loop on lines 9´17 the z coordinate of q is monotonically increasing.519

The update searches P for all rectangles to the right of pqx, qyq such that qy is within their y range, and520
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Algorithm 2 Direct dominance pairs of S in three-dimensions using a priority search tree and range tree.

1: input: array points, the finite set of points S in pR3, d8q
2: pairsÐ empty list of two-tuples of integers
3: Sort points on their z-coordinate
4: RÐ range tree with fractional cascading of points
5: for i “ 0 to |S| ´ 2 do
6: pÐ pointsris
7: q Ð query R for the point with minimum z coordinate in range rpx,`8q ˆ rpy,`8q ˆ rpz,`8q
8: P Ð root of min-z priority search tree sorted on x containing pqx, qy, qz, px,`8, py,`8q
9: while root of P not marked do

10: q Ð pqx, qy, qzq, i.e. first three coordinates of point in root of P
11: Add pi, jq in pairs, where j is index of q in points
12: Delete root from P
13: Delete nodes representing “vertical” rectangles rx1, x2s ˆ ry1, y2s with qx ă x2 and qy ă y2

14: qL Ð query R for point with minimum z in “vertical” rectangle to the left of pqx, qyq
15: qR Ð query R for point with minimum z in “vertical” rectangle to the right of pqx, qyq
16: Insert nodes in P corresponding to qL, qR. If qL or qR is p`8,`8,`8q, then node is marked
17: end while
18: end for
19: return edges

(a) (b)

Figure 8: Two iterations of the inner loop of Algorithm 2. The points stored in the first two coordinates of the nodes of the
priority search tree P are illustrated as squares. (a) The rectangular region containing q5 corresponds to the root of P , so
tp, q5u is a direct dominance pair. The nodes corresponding to the “vertical” rectangular regions between q2 and q1, q1 and q4,
q4 and q3 are deleted from P . Two new nodes are inserted in P , corresponding to the regions between q2 and q5, and q5 and
q3. The first of these two nodes is marked, because the “vertical” rectangle between q2 and q5 is empty. (b) The new root of
P contains q6, so tp, q6u is a direct dominance pair. Two new nodes are inserted in P , and both are marked.

deletes them from P . This step corresponds to the deletion of nodes from T1 in Algorithm 1. Then, two521

new nodes are added for the rectangles to the left and right of pqx, qyq, which corresponds to the insertion522

of qxy in T1. In particular, if rxq1, x
q
2s ˆ ry

q
1, y

q
2s is the rectangle containing pqx, qyq, and rx̂1, x̂2s ˆ rŷ1, ŷ2s is523

the first rectangle to the right of pqx, qyq which is not deleted in the previous step of the algorithm, then524

rxq1, qxs ˆ ry
q
1, y

q
2s and rqx, x̂1s ˆ rŷ1, qys respectively are these new left and right rectangles. Moreover, the525

points qL and qR, obtained with min-z queries on R, are stored in the new nodes of P . Note that if a526

three-dimensional orthogonal range is empty, then a min-z query on R returns p`8,`8,`8q, and we say527

that the node in which this point is inserted is marked.528

It follows that at each iteration the root of P contains the point q with minimum z coordinate among529

the points whose projection lies in one of these “vertical” rectangles, by the min-heap property of P . Thus,530
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tp, qu is a direct dominance pair and can be reported.531

To conclude, the inner loop on lines 9 ´ 17 of Algorithm 2 finds the same direct dominance pairs of the532

inner loop of Algorithm 1, because of the correspondence between “vertical” rectangles in P and the area533

under the staircase on Q11. Moreover, it correctly stops when all nodes are marked, and so all “vertical”534

rectangles are empty, because if the root of P has qz “ `8, then qz “ `8 for all the nodes in P by its535

min-heap property.536

Note that for any p P S at most 2k2 ´ 1 nodes can be inserted in P (this worst case is realised only537

if Q1xy “ Q11), where k2 is the number of direct dominance pairs of S containing p. Similarly, the number538

of delete operations on P is Opk2q. Besides, the number of min-z queries on R, of which there are two for539

each iteration of the inner loop, is also Opk2q. Thus, Algorithm 2 has Oppn ` k1q log2
pnqq time complexity,540

where k1 is the number of direct dominance pairs of S, because the operations on P take Oplogpnqq time and541

the min-z queries on R take Oplog2
pnqq time. Finally, the space complexity of Algorithm 2 is Opn log2

pnqq,542

because P takes at most Opnq space, and R takes Opn log2
pnqq space.543

Points in higher dimensions. For points in dimension d ě 4, we propose different strategies, using a decreasing544

amount of additional storage, to test whether Minipq X S is empty for each pair of points in S.545

For instance, high-dimensional range trees with fractional cascading [19, Section 5.6] can be used to546

answer orthogonal range emptiness queries in Oplogd´1
pnqq time, at the additional cost of Opn logd´1

pnqq547

storage. By testing all npn´1q
2 pairs of points in S, we have a Opn2 logd´1

pnqq algorithm. Similarly, kd-trees548

[19, Section 5.2] can be used to answer the same query in Opn1´ 1
d q time, only taking Opnq additional storage,549

resulting in a Opn3´ 1
d q algorithm for finding all the edges contained in any Minibox complex. Furthermore,550

we note that by the curse of dimensionality, if d becomes too big it might be faster to test each of the npn´1q
2551

pairs of points in S via a brute force strategy, searching all points in S sequentially, which takes Opnq time.552

This results in a Opdn3q total time algorithm, but does not require storing any additional data structure.553

The choice among these options depends on the amount of memory that can be spared for storing additional554

data structures, as well as the dimension d. Moreover, we note that each of the above strategies could take555

advantage of parallel implementations using the independence of tests on each pair of points in S.556

Finally, we also mention that in the Word RAM model of computation the offline orthogonal range557

counting algorithm of [42] can be used to find all empty miniboxes on S in constant dimension d ě 3558

in Opn2 logd´2` 1
d pnqq. However, as remarked in [42], for this algorithm to be applicable to floating-point559

numbers one needs to assume that the word size is at least as large as both logpnq and the maximum size of560

an input number.561

7. Computational Experiments562

Here we present various computational experiments involving `8-Delaunay and Minibox edges, and the563

derived complexes. First, we study the expected number of `8-Delaunay and Minibox edges on randomly564

sampled points, as well as the size of Minibox filtrations. We then investigate the speed up obtained by565

using Minibox filtrations in the calculation of Čech persistence diagrams in homological degrees zero and566

one. Finally, we give examples illustrating the similarities and dissimilarities in homological degree two of567

persistence diagrams of Alpha flag, Minibox, and Čech filtrations.568

In order to apply the algorithms presented in the previous section to a point set S Ď pRd, d8q, we have to569

assume that S does not contain collinear points. This can be enforced by applying a small perturbation to570

the coordinates of points of S, as described at the beginning of Section 6. The persistence diagrams obtained571

from the infinitesimally perturbed points are also only infinitesimally perturbed. In practice, this simple572

strategy may not be sufficient if the number of points n becomes too large, as the precision of floating-point573

numbers is limited. In general, the algorithm only requires that each coordinate induces a total ordering574

on the points, which can be done by arbitrarily breaking ties (e.g. by some lexicographical ordering of the575

points). It should be noted that, the random perturbation method was sufficient to avoid collinear points for576

the experiments presented in this section, and was thus preferred to more complex approaches. Besides, no577

other general position assumption needs to be imposed on the points of S. This is a consequence of the fact578

that the Nerve Theorem, Theorem 4.4, and Theorem 5.2 do not require S to be in general position.579
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(a) (b)

Figure 9: (a) Empirical estimates of expected numbers of `8-Delaunay and Minibox edges for points in R2. These are compared
to the upper bound of the expected number of Minibox edges. (b) Empirical estimates of the expected numbers of Minibox
edges for dimension up to d “ 4. These are compared to the number of Čech edges, i.e. all pairs of points.

Table 3: Average number of simplices contained in the Minibox and Čech filtrations for different input sizes.

n = 500 n = 1000 n = 1500 n = 2000

Minibox 2D 0.01ˆ 106 0.03ˆ 106 0.05ˆ 106 0.07ˆ 106

Minibox 3D 0.17ˆ 106 0.50ˆ 106 0.91ˆ 106 1.38ˆ 106

Minibox 4D 1.19ˆ 106 4.50ˆ 106 9.41ˆ 106 15.65ˆ 106

Čech 20.83ˆ 106 166.67ˆ 106 562.50ˆ 106 1333.34ˆ 106

All computations were run on a laptop with Intel Core i7-9750H CPU with six physical cores clocked at580

2.60GHz with 16GB of RAM.581

Expected number of edges and size of filtrations. First, we give plots of the expected numbers of `8-Delaunay582

and Minibox edges. Secondly, we study the expected size of Minibox filtrations versus the size of Čech583

filtrations.584

To begin with, Figure 9(a) illustrates the difference in expected numbers of `8-Delaunay and Minibox585

edges for points in R2. These are empirical estimates, which were obtained by averaging over the numbers586

of edges found on five different randomly sampled point sets. Moreover, the function fpnq “ 2n lnpnq is587

plotted along with these estimates, which shows how the bound of Proposition 5.4 compares to the numbers588

of expected Minibox edges in practice. Then, Figure 9(b) shows estimates of expected numbers of Minibox589

edges in different dimensions.590

These were obtained with the same method as before. It should be noted that, computations for `8-591

Delaunay edges are limited to two-dimensional points, because this is the only setting where efficient algo-592

rithms are available for their computation [9].593

Next, we investigate the expected number of simplices contained in Minibox filtrations. Note that our594

filtrations only contain vertices, edges, and triangles, because we compute persistence diagrams in homolog-595

ical degrees zero and one. Thus, Čech filtrations contain Θpn3q simplices. In comparison, given the edges596

in the maximal Minibox complex of S, the clique triangles on these can be found in Opnk2q time, where k597

is the maximum degree of any point in S, i.e. the maximum number of Minibox edges a point is contained598
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Table 4: Timing (seconds) and memory usage (MB) with Minibox filtrations of points in R2.

n = 500 n = 1000 n = 2000 n = 4000 n = 8000 n = 16000 n = 32000
Edges time 0.008 0.016 0.047 0.117 0.289 0.891 2.852
Sparse matrix time 0.023 0.070 0.141 0.312 0.734 1.562 3.406
Dgm0,1 time 0.008 0.016 0.031 0.078 0.172 0.477 1.148

Total time 0.039 0.102 0.219 0.507 1.195 2.929 7.406

Peak memory usage 2.92 5.52 11.51 25.15 53.50 112.07 246.28

Table 5: Timing (seconds) and memory usage (MB) with Minibox filtrations of points in R3.

n = 500 n = 1000 n = 2000 n = 4000 n = 8000 n = 16000 n = 32000
Edges time 0.062 0.188 0.586 2.047 7.500 27.898 110.641
Sparse matrix time 0.117 0.281 0.742 1.836 4.609 11.289 26.555
Dgm0,1 time 0.016 0.055 0.211 0.547 1.664 4.516 12.336

Total time 0.195 0.523 1.539 4.429 13.773 43.703 149.531

Peak memory usage 9.22 21.87 54.91 137.25 329.25 770.80 1848.01

Table 6: Timing (seconds) and memory usage (MB) with Minibox filtrations of points in R4.

n = 500 n = 1000 n = 2000 n = 4000 n = 8000 n = 16000 n = 32000
Edges time 0.273 1.648 9.430 54.164 307.078 1657.852 8866.555
Sparse matrix time 0.258 0.727 2.055 6.250 15.680 43.516 107.773
Dgm0,1 time 0.070 0.227 0.797 2.539 9.320 27.016 107.273

Total time 0.601 2.601 12.281 62.953 332.078 1728.383 9081.601

Peak memory usage 19.194 51.18 155.44 410.41 1122.84 2841.05 7960.18

Table 7: Timing (seconds) and memory usage (MB) with Čech filtrations of points in R2.

n = 500 n = 1000 n = 2000 n = 4000 n = 8000
Sparse matrix time 0.656 2.758 11.047 44.789 178.727
Dgm0,1 time 0.133 0.602 2.958 13.312 66.219

Total time 0.789 3.359 14.005 58.101 244.945

Peak memory usage 42.05 151.14 614.13 2532.38 10340.73

in. Moreover, Opnk2q is also an upper bound on the number of possible Minibox triangles, and by Propo-599

sition 5.4 it follows that the expected value of k for a uniformly distributed finite set of random points is600

O
`

2d´1 lnd´1
pnq

˘

. Hence, we expect the Minibox filtration of S to contain less simplices compared to the601

Čech filtration. We give empirical evidence of this by calculating the expected number of Minibox simplices602

for 500, 1000, 1500, and 2000 uniformly distributed random points, averaging over five runs. Table 3 presents603

our results for Minibox filtrations in two, three and four dimensions. The number of simplices contained in604

the corresponding Čech filtrations are listed for comparison.605

Running Time and Memory Usage. We explore the use of Minibox filtrations for the computation of Čech606

persistence diagrams of S Ď pRd, d8q in homological degrees zero and one. We list our results in Tables 4, 5,607

6, and 7, where columns correspond to different sizes of the input points set S, and times are given in seconds.608

We also report the average total peak memory use in megabytes.3 It should be noted that these results were609

3In Windows this was measured using the Win32 function GetProcessMemoryInfo() to obtain the PeakWorkingSetSize

memory attribute of the Python process building sparse matrices and computing persistence diagrams.
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(a) Alpha flag diagrams of S1. (b) Minibox diagrams of S1. (c) Čech diagrams of S1.

(d) Alpha flag diagrams of S2. (e) Minibox diagrams of S2. (f) Čech diagrams of S2.

Figure 10: Persistence diagrams of finite sets of three-dimensional points in `8 metric space. Each row contains the diagrams of
a different finite point set. These empirically show the equality of diagrams in degrees zero and one, and illustrate the possible
differences between diagrams of Alpha flag, Minibox, and Čech filtrations in homological degree two.

obtained with the implementations of the Minibox edge algorithms provided by the persty Python packages.610

For the computation of persistence diagrams we use of the Ripser.py package, which provides a Python611

interface to Ripser [31] C++ code. In particular, we think of Minibox filtrations as of sparse filtrations, and612

feed into the persistent homology algorithm a precomputed sparse matrix in coordinate format. Moreover,613

the same approach is used to compute Čech persistence diagrams, because Čech and Vietoris-Rips filtrations614

coincide by Proposition 2.8. We give timing and memory usage results for points in the range r500, 32000s615

for Minibox filtrations, averaging over five runs. In the case of Čech filtrations, we limit our experiments616

to a maximum of 8000 points, because of memory constraints. Moreover, we consider only points in R2, as617

results are similar in higher dimensions.618

In all the experiments, the reduced number of simplices of Minibox filtrations results in a substantial619

improvement in memory usage over Čech filtrations, and in a speed up in the computation of Dgm0 and620

Dgm1. This allows to increase the maximum size of inputs of the persistence algorithm, given a fixed amount621

of available memory. The price is having to precompute Minibox edges. We note that this computation could622

also take advantage of implementations parallelizing the inner loops of the algorithms of Section 6.623

Finally, it is worth mentioning that we would expect an even greater improvement in run time and memory624

usage if Alpha flag filtrations were used in place of Minibox filtrations. We do not present such experiments625

here, because we only described efficient algorithms for the computation of Minibox edges in Section 6.626

Differences of persistence diagrams in homological degree two. We present two examples of Alpha flag, Mini-627

box, and Čech persistence diagrams, obtained from distinct S1, S2 Ď pRd, d8q. These finite point sets were628

obtained by randomly sampling fifty points in r0, 1s3 Ď R3. The persistence diagrams were calculated with629
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(a) Alpha flag edges. (b) Minibox edges. (c) Čech edges.

Figure 11: Comparison of Alpha flag (i.e. `8-Delaunay), Minibox, and Čech edges of random points in R2.

Ripser.py passing in the appropriate space matrix. For the Alpha flag case the edges belonging to the `8-630

Delaunay complex of S1 and S2 were computed with a brute force strategy using the result of Proposition631

2.7, i.e. checking if Ar̄e is covered by
Ť

yPSzeBr̄pyq for each pair p, q P S.632

The first row in Figure 10 contains the diagrams of S1. In this case Dgm2pK
M
R q contains a point at infinity,633

while Dgm2pK
AF
R q does not. Furthermore, both contain additional off-diagonal points, which do not coincide.634

In the second row of Figure 10, we have the diagrams of S2. In this case it is Dgm2pK
AF
R q that contains a635

point at infinity, while Dgm2pK
M
R q only has an additional off-diagonal point. This shows that it is possible636

to obtain Alpha flag and Minibox diagrams with off-diagonal points not contained in the corresponding Čech637

diagrams in homological degrees higher than one. Furthermore, Dgm2pK
AF
R q and Dgm2pK

M
R q are generally638

different, and are not one a subset of the other.639

8. Discussion640

In this paper we prove that Alpha and Čech filtrations are equivalent for point sets in pR2, d8q, and641

show a counterexample to this equivalence for three-dimensional point sets. We also introduce two new types642

of proximity filtrations: the Alpha flag and Minibox filtrations. We are able to prove that both of these643

produce the same persistence diagrams of Čech filtrations in homological degrees zero and one. Furthermore,644

we describe algorithms for finding Minibox edges. In particular, we give two new algorithms for the three-645

dimensional case. These improve over known results for finding direct dominance pairs. We present a646

Opn log2
pnqq time and Opnq space algorithm, and a Opk log2

pnqq time and Opn log2
pnqq space algorithm,647

where k is the number of Minibox edges of S. In two dimensions, this reduces to rectangular visibility in648

the plane, whereas higher dimensions require different structures for range queries. Then, we prove that for649

randomly sampled points the expected number of Minibox edges is proportional to n ¨ polylogpnq. For the650

Euclidean metric, the expected size of a Delaunay triangulation of random points is known to contain a linear651

number of simplices (in the number of vertices) [11]. We believe this should also be the case for pRd, d8q, but652

we plan to address this in future work. Therefore, in many cases Minibox filtrations can be seen as a tool to653

drastically reduce the number of simplices to be considered in order to compute Čech persistence diagrams654

in homological degrees zero and one. We also provide a number of computational experiments involving655

Minibox and Čech filtrations of randomly sampled points in two, three, and four-dimensional space. These656

show that the reduced number of simplices contained in Minibox filtrations results in a speed up of persistent657

homology computations, as well as in less memory being used for the same number of points.658

We observe that the trade-off between Alpha flag, Minibox, and Čech complexes, for the computation of659

persistence diagrams in homological degrees zero and one, depends on the time complexity of algorithms for660

finding their edges, as well as the expected number of edges and triangles these complexes contain. It should661

be noted that Čech complexes only require to list their
`

n
2

˘

edges and
`

n
3

˘

triangles, which takes Θpn3q. In662
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comparison, we have that for random points the expected number of Minibox edges is O
`

2d´1n lnd´1
pnq

˘

for663

any dimension d by Proposition 5.4. So in many settings, we expect the Minibox filtration to contain less664

simplices than Čech filtrations. Moreover, we present Minibox edges algorithms taking Opn logpnq ` kq time665

and Opk log2
pnqq time for point sets in R2 and R3 respectively, where k is the number of edges reported.666

In general dimension d, a brute force algorithm for finding Minibox edges has Opdn3q time complexity, but667

could take advantage of parallel implementations. Additionally, Alpha flag complexes are subcomplexes on668

Minibox complexes by Proposition 5.1, see Figure 11. It follows that Alpha flag filtrations further reduce669

the number of simplices to be considered for the computation of Čech persistence diagrams. Unfortunately,670

an efficient algorithm for `8-Delaunay edges is known only in R2 [9]. For higher-dimension d, there exists671

an algorithm for constructing the `8-Voronoi diagram, taking O
`

nr d
2 s logd´1

pnq
˘

randomized expected time672

[10]. Hence, a direction of future work could be the study of efficient `8-Delaunay edges algorithms above673

dimension two.674

Finally, one issue with both Minibox and Alpha flag complexes is that they can only be used to compute675

persistence diagrams in homological degrees zero and one. In particular, examples can be found where676

some of the points in Dgm2pK
AF
R q and Dgm2pK

M
R q do not correspond to points in Dgm2pK

Č
Rq. However,677

more persistent features seem to be captured by the complex, i.e. the errors consist of spurious rather than678

missing homological features. Future research could focus on characterizing these and potentially introducing679

filtering steps, as well as investigating whether there exist alternative families of simplicial complexes for the680

computation of Čech persistence diagrams in homological degree two or higher.681
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A. `8-Delaunay Edges765

In this section, we provide a characterization of `8-Delaunay edges of a finite set of points S Ď pRd, d8q.766

In Section 2, a box is defined as an axis-parallel hyperrectangle, i.e. the Cartesian product of d intervals767

in Rd. Moreover, `8-balls are boxes with sizes of length 2r, and a finite set of `8-balls has a non-empty768

intersection if and only if all pairwise intersections of `8-balls are non-empty by Proposition 2.1 (ii).769

We start by recalling properties of ε-thickenings.770

Proposition A.1. (i) Let B1, B2 Ď R be two non-empty boxes. If B1 X B2 ‰ H, then εpB1 X B2q “771

εpB1q X εpB2q.772

(ii) Taking ε-thickenings preserves inclusions.773

(iii) Let A “ tAuiPI be a finite collection of sets. The ε-thickening of the union of sets in A is equal to the774

union of the ε-thickenings of sets in A.775

Proof. The proof is straightforward.776

Next, we recall the definition of witness point given in Section 3. The idea is to restrict the bisector of777

a `8-Delaunay simplex σ to the points at minimal distance from the vertices of σ. We use the properties of778

ε-thickenings and boxes to show that the set of witness points of a pair tp, qu Ď S can be used to determine779

whether or not the pair is a `8-Delaunay edge.780

Definition A.2. Let S be a finite set of points in pRd, d8q. A witness point of σ Ď S is a point z such that781

z P bisσ “
Ş

pPσ Vp and d8pz, pq “
diam8pσq

2 for each p P σ. We write Zσ for the set of witness points of σ.782

The statement of the following result is given as Proposition 2.7 in the main paper.783

Proposition A.3. Let S be a finite set of points in pRd, d8q. Given a subset e “ tp, qu Ď S, we define784

Ar̄e “ BBr̄ppq X BBr̄pqq, where r̄ “ d8pp,qq
2 . We have that Ar̄e “ Br̄ppq X Br̄pqq is a non-empty degenerate785

closed box. Moreover, the set of witness points of e is Ze “ Ar̄ez
`
Ť

yPSzeBr̄pyq
˘

, and e belongs to the `8-786

Delaunay complex of S if and only if Ze is non-empty.787

Proof. The intersection of boundaries Ar̄e “ BBr̄ppq X BBr̄pqq is included in Br̄ppq X Br̄pqq. Moreover, any788

point y P Br̄ppqXBr̄pqq has to be at distance r̄ from both p and q. Otherwise, if d8py, pq ă r̄ or d8py, qq ă r̄,789

then we obtain a contradiction with the triangular inequality, i.e. r̄` r̄ ą d8py, pq`d8py, qq ě d8pp, qq “ 2r̄.790

Thus Ar̄e “ Br̄ppq XBr̄pqq, which is a non-empty degenerate box by definition of r̄ and Proposition 2.1 (i).791

Next, we show that e is a `8-Delaunay edge if and only if Ze is non-empty. First, note that e “ tp, qu792

is a `8-Delaunay edge if and only if there exists z P Vp X Vq. This z does not have to be a witness point.793

However, z has to be at the same distance r̄ ` ε from p and q for some real value ε ě 0. Equivalently,794

given Ar̄`εe “ BBr̄`εppq X BBr̄`εpqq, we have z P Ar̄`εe z
`
Ť

yPSzeBr̄`εpyq
˘

, because by definition of `8-795

Voronoi region z P Vp X Vq cannot be at distance strictly less than r̄ from points in Sze. Furthermore,796

z P Ar̄`εe z
`
Ť

yPSzeBr̄`εpyq
˘

is a witness point if and only if ε “ 0, and Ze “ Ar̄ez
`
Ť

yPSzeBr̄pyq
˘

.797

(ñ) We prove this direction of the result by contradiction. Let us suppose Ar̄e is covered by
Ť

yPSzeBr̄pyq,
i.e. Ze is empty. We know that

Ar̄`εe “ BBr̄`εppq X BBr̄`εpqq

Ď Br̄`εppq XBr̄`εpqq

“ εpBr̄ppqq X εpBr̄pqqq “ εpAr̄eq,

because we can apply Proposition A.1 (i) to obtain εpAr̄eq “ εpBr̄ppq X Br̄pqqq “ εpBr̄ppqq X εpBr̄pqqq. This
property of boxes is illustrated by Figure A.12. It follows that, Ar̄`εe Ď εpAr̄eq for any ε ě 0, that together
with Proposition A.1 (ii) and (iii) gives

Ar̄`εe Ď ε

ˆ

Ar̄e

˙

Ď ε

ˆ

ď

yPSze

Br̄pyq

˙

“
ď

yPSze

Br̄`εpyq,
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Figure A.12: The ε-thickening of the non-empty intersection of two squares equals the intersection of the ε-thickenings of the
squares.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure A.13: In (a) Euclidean balls centered in p, q intersect in a point which is covered by the ball centered in y. As the radius
grows in (b) this intersection is not covered by the ball centered in y, so that z is a witness point of e “ tp, qu. In (c) `8-balls
centered in p, q intersect in Ar̄

e which is covered by the `8-ball centered in y. Again the radius grows in (d), but in this case
the `8-ball centered in y covers Ar̄`ε

e .
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for any ε ě 0. Thus, Ar̄`εe Ď
Ť

yPSzeBr̄`εpyq, which contradicts the existence of z P Ar̄`εe z
`
Ť

yPSzeBr̄`εpyq
˘

,798

for any ε ě 0.799

(ð) Any point in Ze ‰ H belongs to Vp X Vq, so that e P KD.800

The above result is illustrated in Figure A.13, which shows how this characterization of `8-Delaunay801

edges does not hold in Euclidean metric.802

B. Alpha and Čech Complexes in R2
803

We prove the equivalence of Alpha and Čech complexes for points in two-dimensions. In this setting,804

`8-Voronoi regions may have degenerate bisectors (containing a two-dimensional subset of R2), as explained805

in Section 2 and illustrated in Figure 1. To avoid such cases, we assume S to be in general position. We806

recall the definition given in Section 3.807

Definition B.1. Let S be a finite set of points in pR2, d8q. We say that S is in general position if no four808

points lie on the boundary of a square, and no two points share a coordinate.809

After stating the Nerve Theorem, we prove the result given as Theorem 3.1 in Section 3.810

Theorem B.2 (Theorem 10.7 [36]). Let X be a triangulable space and tAiuiPI a locally finite family of811

open subsets (or a finite family of closed subsets) such that X “
Ť

iPI Ai. If every non-empty intersection812

Ai1 XAi2 X . . .XAit is contractible, then X and the nerve NrvptAiuiPIq are homotopy equivalent.813

Theorem B.3. Let S be a finite set of points in pR2, d8q in general position. The Alpha and Čech filtrations814

of S are equivalent, i.e. they produce the same persistence diagrams.815

Proof. Alpha complexes KA
r are nerves of collections of closed sets tBrppq X VpupPS for r P R. We show that816

any intersection of k elements in any such collection is either empty or contractible.817

• k “ 1. The sets Brppq X Vp are star-like for any r ą 0, because Brppq and Vp are both star-like with818

respect to p. Thus, Brppq X Vp is contractible for any p P S.819

• k “ 2. Let p, q be two points of S, and r̄ “ d8pp,qq
2 . We show that L “ Brppq X Vp X Brpqq X Vq is820

either empty or contractible. In R2 we have that Ar̄e “ Br̄ppqXBr̄pqq is a line segment of length strictly821

less than 2r̄, by our general position assumption. If this line segment is covered by
Ť

yPSztp,quBr̄pyq,822

then by Proposition 2.7 we have that the bisector Vp X Vq is empty, so that L is empty. Moreover, L is823

empty if r ă r̄, because Brppq XBrpqq is empty. If r ě r̄ and A1 “ Ar̄ez
Ť

yPSztp,quBr̄pyq is a non-empty824

line segment, then we can show that L is contractible. First, we define a deformation retraction φ of825

Vp X Vq onto A1. This is obtained by taking the Euclidean projection of the points on the bisector and826

not in A1, i.e. pVp X Vqq zA
1, onto A1. This can be done because pVp X Vqq zA

1 contains at most two line827

segments, defined by the union of points in BBr̄`εppq X BBr̄`εpqq not contained in
Ş

yPSztp,quBr̄`εpyq828

for any ε ą 0. For instance, the bisector Vp X Vq in Figure 1(c) of the main paper retracts via φ to the829

two line segments oriented at a forty-five degree angle onto the horizontal line segment. Moreover, φ830

restricts to L, by the convexity of Brppq X Brpqq, and the fact that this contains A1 for r ě r̄. Hence,831

L has the same homotopy type of A1, which is a line segment and so is contractible.832

• k “ 3. These intersections can either be empty or contain a single point, by the general position of S833

and Corollary 3.18 of [21].834

• k ą 3. Any such intersection is empty, again by the general position of S.835

Thus, we can apply the Nerve Theorem B.2 obtaining that X “
Ť

pPS

`

Brppq X Vp
˘

and KA
r are homotopy836

equivalent for any r P R. Using that X “
Ť

pPS Brppq, and by applying the Nerve Theorem to the collection837

tBrppqupPS , it immediately follows that X is homotopy equivalent to KČ
r as well. So KA

r » KČ
r for any r P R,838

and the desired equivalence of Alpha and Čech filtrations follows by applying the Persistence Equivalence839

Theorem of [17, Section 7.2].840
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(a) (b)

Figure B.14: Illustration of the proof of Proposition B.4. In (a) the red square marker represents the point w “ ppx ` r̄, q1y ` r̄q
on Ar̄

e, which is covered by Br̄pyq from above. In (b) the same point is covered by Br̄pyq from below. In both (a) and (b) the
boundary of Br̄pyq is drawn as a dashed line.

To conclude this section, we show that `8-Delaunay and Alpha complexes of points in pR2, d8q are flag841

complexes. This second result is stated as Proposition 3.2 in the main paper.842

Proposition B.4. Let S be a finite set of points in general position in pR2, d8q and r ě 0. Both the `8-843

Delaunay complex KD and the Alpha complex KA
r of S are flag complexes. Moreover, e “ tp, qu P KD

844

belongs to KAF
r if and only if d8pp,qq

2 ď r.845

Proof. We prove that all cliques on three edges belong to the `8-Delaunay complex KD of S. Consider three846

points p, q, q1 Ď S, such that tp, qu, tp, q1u and tq, q1u are `8-Delaunay edges. Without loss of generality,847

we assume tp, qu to be the longest edge. We have Ar̄e “ BBr̄ppq X BBr̄pqq “ Br̄ppq X Br̄pqq by Proposition848

A.3, where r̄ “ d8pp,qq
2 . By the general position of S, it follows that Ar̄e is a non-empty axis-parallel line849

segment of length less than 2r̄. Moreover, Br̄ppq X Br̄pqq X Br̄pq1q is non-empty by Proposition 2.1 (ii) and850

the definition of r̄. So, the closed square Br̄pq1q intersects Ar̄e, i.e. Ar̄e X Br̄pq1q ‰ H. Then, either Br̄pq1q851

covers Ar̄e or intersects a subsegment of Ar̄e containing one of the endpoints of Ar̄e.852

In the former case, the interior of the square Br̄pq
1q also covers Ar̄e, by general position. So, Proposition853

A.3 implies that tp, qu is not a `8-Delaunay edge, which contradicts our hypothesis. In the latter case, if we854

assume without loss of generality that Ar̄e is a vertical line segment and that Br̄pq1q intersects it from below,855

then the point w “ ppx ` r̄, q
1
x ` r̄q P A

r̄
e XBBr̄pq

1q, where p “ ppx, pyq, q
1 “ pq1x, q

1
yq P R2, is the only possible856

witness point of the triangle tp, q, q1u by our general position assumption. See Figure B.14.857

We suppose by contradiction that w is contained in an open square Br̄pyq with sides of length 2r̄, so858

that tp, q, q1u R KD, and show that in every possible case one between tp, qu, tp, q1u, and tq, q1u cannot be a859

`8-Delaunay edge. Note that Br̄pyq can cover w from either above or below, see Figures B.14(a) and B.14(b)860

respectively.861

In the first case, Br̄pq1q Y Br̄pyq covers Ar̄e, so tp, qu cannot be a `8-Delaunay edge by Proposition A.3,862

which is a contradiction.863

In the second case, one can check that y has to belong to either Minipq1 or Miniqq1 . Thus, either tp, q1u or864

tq, q1u cannot be a `8-Delaunay edge by Proposition 5.1, which is again a contradiction.865

We conclude by showing that KA
r is also a flag complex. By Proposition A.3 any edge e “ tp, qu is added866

into KA
r at r “ d8pp,qq

2 . Moreover, when the longest edge of any `8-Delaunay triangle τ is added at radius867

r̄, also τ is added in KA
r̄ , because from the discussion above there exist w at distance r̄ from the vertices of868

τ , which is a witness of this triangle.869
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C. Supporting Lemmas for Proving Alpha Flag and Čech Equivalence870

In this section, we present various results used in the proof of Theorem 4.4. It should be noted that we do871

not make use of any general position assumption. We start by recalling the definitions of single edge-length872

range, and edge-by-edge filtration, given in Section 4 of the paper.873

Definition C.1. Let S be a finite set of points in pRd, d8q. A single edge-length range of Čech complexes of

S is an open interval pr, r ` εq Ď R such that all the edges not in KČ
r and contained in KČ

r`ε have the same

length 2r̄. Given a single edge-length range pr, r ` εq, the Čech edge-by-edge filtration of S on this range is

KČ
r “ KČ

0 Ď KČ
1 Ď . . . Ď KČ

ni
“ KČ

r`ε,

where KČ
i contains exactly one edge not in KČ

i´1, together with the cliques containing this edge, for each
1 ď i ď ni. The corresponding Alpha flag edge-by-edge filtration of S on the same range is

KAF
r “ KAF

0 Ď KAF
1 Ď . . . Ď KAF

ni
“ KAF

r`ε,

where KAF
i “ KČ

i XK
AF
r`ε for each 1 ď i ď ni.874

The following result corresponds to Lemma 4.2 in the paper.875

Lemma C.2. Let pr, r` εq be a single edge-length range of Čech complexes of S Ď pRd, d8q, and tKAF
i u

ni
i“0,876

tKČ
i u

ni
i“0 the Alpha flag and Čech edge-by-edge filtrations on this range. If going from KAF

i´1 to KAF
i a `8-877

Delaunay edge is the only simplex added in KAF
i , then this is also the only simplex added going from KČ

i´1878

to KČ
i .879

Proof. Let e “ tp, qu be the `8-Delaunay edge added in KAF
i . We define r̄ “ d8pp,qq

2 , so that r ă r̄ ă r ` ε,880

and Y̊ “ ty P S | d8py, pq ă 2r̄ and d8py, qq ă 2r̄u.881

We start by proving that Y̊ is empty. The idea is to assume Y̊ ‰ H, and show that KAF
i has to contain a882

triangle of which e is an edge, which is a contradiction. To begin with, e is `8-Delaunay, so Ar̄e is not covered883

by
Ť

yPY̊ Br̄pyq by Proposition A.3. Moreover, the closure
Ť

yPY̊ Br̄pyq intersects Ar̄e, because each element in884

tBr̄pyquY̊ intersects Ar̄e by definition of Y̊ and Proposition 2.1 (ii). Thus, there exists z P B
Ť

yPY̊ Br̄pyq such885

that z P Ar̄e, because Ar̄e is convex and closed. Since B
Ť

yPY̊ Br̄pyq Ď
Ť

yPY̊ BBr̄pyq, it follows that z is a point886

on a boundary BBr̄pŷq for some ŷ P Y̊. We conclude that z is a witness point of τ̂ “ tp, q, ŷu P KD, because887

z P Ar̄e X BBr̄pŷq and z is not contained in the interior of any Br̄pyq for y P Sztp, qu, otherwise z would not888

be on the boundary B
Ť

yPY̊ Br̄pyq. By definition of Y̊, both tp, ŷu and tq, ŷu are strictly shorter than 2r̄, so889

they both belong to KAF
i´1. Finally, from the above discussion we have tp, ŷu, tq, ŷu P KAF

i´1 and τ̂ P KD, so890

adding e in the flag complex KAF
i also adds τ̂ in KAF

i , which is the desired contradiction.891

We can now prove that e is also the only simplex added in KČ
i . Suppose there exists τ 1 “ tp, q, y1u P KČ

i .892

It follows that there exists y1 P Sztp, qu such that Ar̄e XBr̄py
1q “ Br̄ppq XBr̄pqq XBr̄py1q ‰ H. Then, tp, y1u,893

tq, y1u P KČ
i´1 with d8pp, y

1q ď 2r̄ and d8pq, y
1q ď 2r̄. It cannot be that both d8pp, y

1q ă 2r̄ and d8pq, y
1q ă894

2r̄, otherwise Y̊ would not be empty. So d8pp, y
1q “ 2r̄ or d8pq, y

1q “ 2r̄, and Ar̄e X Br̄py1q “ Ar̄e X BBr̄py
1q.895

Moreover, any point z P Ar̄e X BBr̄py
1q is a witness point of τ 1 “ tp, q, y1u, because there does not exist any896

open ball Br̄pyq containing z and intersecting Ar̄e centered in y P Sztp, qu, otherwise Y̊ would not be empty.897

In conclusion, we have tp, q, y1u P KD, which implies tp, qu, tp, y1u, tq, y1u P KD, and tp, y1u, tq, y1u P KČ
i´1898

by our hypothesis on τ 1. So, tp, y1u, tq, y1u P KAF
i´1 by definition of KAF

i´1, and adding e in the flag complex899

KAF
i also adds τ 1 in KAF

i , which is a contradiction. Thus, there does not exist a triangle τ 1 containing e in900

KČ
i , which implies that e is the only simplex added going from KČ

i´1 to KČ
i .901

Lemma C.3. Let B1 and B2 be two closed boxes in Rd. If B1 X B2 is non-empty, then the Euclidean902

projection πB1
: B1 Ñ B2, defined by mapping each x P B1 to its closest point in Euclidean distance on B2,903

is such that πB1
pB1q Ď B1 XB2.904
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Proof. Let B1 “
śd
i“1ra

B1
i , bB1

i s and B2 “
śd
i“1ra

B2
i , bB2

i s such that B1 X B2 ‰ H. Because Cartesian905

products and intersections of intervals commute, we have that raB1
i , bB1

i s X ra
B2
i , bB2

i s “ rāi, b̄is ‰ H for each906

1 ď i ď d, and B1 XB2 “
śd
i“1rāi, b̄is.907

Given x P B1, we suppose by contradiction that y “ πB1pxq P B2 is such that y R B1 X B2. Thus,908

y R
śd
i“1rāi, b̄is, and there exists 1 ď î ď d such that yî R rāî, b̄îs. The intervals raB1

î
, bB1

î
s and raB2

î
, bB2

î
s can909

intersect in four possible ways:910

(i) raB1

î
, bB1

î
s intersects raB2

î
, bB2

î
s on the left, i.e. aB1

î
ď aB2

î
ď bB1

î
ď bB2

î
. Thus, aB1

î
ď xî ď bB1

î
ă yî, and911

we define y1 “ ry1, . . . , b
B1

î
, . . . , yds;912

(ii) raB1

î
, bB1

î
s intersects raB2

î
, bB2

î
s on the right, i.e. aB2

î
ď aB1

î
ď bB2

î
ď bB1

î
. Thus, yî ă aB1

î
ď xî ď bB1

î
,913

and we define y2 “ ry1, . . . , a
B1

î
, . . . , yds;914

(iii) raB1

î
, bB1

î
s is contained in raB2

î
, bB2

î
s, i.e. aB2

î
ď aB1

î
ď bB1

î
ď bB2

î
. Thus, aB1

î
ď xî ď bB1

î
ă yî or915

yî ă aB1

î
ď xî ď bB1

î
, and in the first case we define y1 “ ry1, . . . , b

B1

î
, . . . , yds and in the second916

y2 “ ry1, . . . , a
B1

î
, . . . , yds;917

(iv) raB1

î
, bB1

î
s contains raB2

î
, bB2

î
s, i.e. aB1

î
ď aB2

î
ď bB2

î
ď bB1

î
.918

In case (iv) we have a contradiction as

yî P ra
B2

î
, bB2

î
s “ rāî, b̄îs S yî.

In the other three cases, taken either y1 or y2 we have

d2px, y
1q “

g

f

f

epxî ´ b
B1

î
q2 `

d
ÿ

i“1,i‰î

pxi ´ yiq2 ă

g

f

f

e

d
ÿ

i“1

pxi ´ yiq2 “ d2px, yq, (C.1)

d2px, y
2q “

g

f

f

epxî ´ a
B1

î
q2 `

d
ÿ

i“1,i‰î

pxi ´ yiq2 ă

g

f

f

e

d
ÿ

i“1

pxi ´ yiq2 “ d2px, yq. (C.2)

because pxî´ b
B1

î
q2 ă pxî´yîq

2 in Equation (C.1), and pxî´a
B1

î
q2 ă pxî´yîq

2 in Equation (C.2). The proof919

follows because this contradicts y being the closest point in Euclidean distance to x in B2.920

Lemma C.4. Let p, q P pRd, d8q be such that d8pp, qq “ 2r̄, and Ar̄e “ Br̄ppq XBr̄pqq. Given a finite set of921

points Y Ď pRd, d8q such that Ar̄e is covered by
Ť

yPY Br̄pyq, then Nrv
´

tBr̄pyquyPY

¯

has the homotopy type922

of Ar̄e.923

Proof. From the Nerve Theorem B.2, it follows that Nrv
´

tBr̄pyquyPY

¯

and
Ť

yPY Br̄pyq are homotopy equiv-

alent, because convex sets and their intersections are contractible. We show how to define a deformation
retraction

φ :

ˆ

ď

yPY
Br̄pyq

˙

ˆ r0, 1s Ñ Ar̄e,

which implies that
Ť

yPY Br̄pyq and Ar̄e have the same homotopy type.924

To obtain φ, we first define φy : Br̄pyq ˆ r0, 1s Ñ Ar̄e for each y P Y. Given the Euclidean projection

π
Br̄pyq

: Br̄pyq Ñ Ar̄e, we set

φypx, tq “ p1´ tq ¨ x` t ¨ πBr̄pyq
pxq,

for every x P Br̄pyq and t P r0, 1s. It should be noted that Ar̄e is a pd´ 1q-dimensional closed hyperrectangle
by Proposition A.3. So, we have π

Br̄pyqq
pxq P Br̄pyqXA

r̄
e, by Lemma C.3. Moreover, the straight line segment
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure C.15: (a) `8-Balls centered in the points of Y̊ “ ty1, y2, y3, y4u covering Ar̄
e. (b) K0 is complex on Y̊ with the structure

of the nerve Nrv
´

tBr̄pxquxPX̊

¯

. (c) K1, the union of the cones from K0 to p and q.

from x to πBr̄pyqpxq is fully contained in Br̄pyq, by the convexity of this set. Thus, φy is well-defined and
continuous by the continuity of πBr̄pyq. We set

φpx, tq “ φŷpx, tq,

for every x P
Ť

yPY Br̄pyq and t P r0, 1s, with ŷ P Y such that x P Br̄pŷq. This might seem not well-defined,925

because for a given x all the φŷ corresponding to a point in Ŷ “ tŷ P Y | x P Br̄pŷqu can be used to define926

φpx, tq for any t P r0, 1s. Luckily, given R “
Ş

ŷPŶ Br̄pŷq, which is a box containing x, Proposition C.3927

guarantees that πR : RÑ Ar̄e is such that πRpRq Ď RXAr̄e. Thus, φ is well-defined because the straight line928

segment defined by p1´ tq ¨x` t ¨πRpxq for t P r0, 1s is contained within R, again by convexity. Furthermore,929

φ is continuous by the continuity of the Euclidean projections πBr̄pyq, and is a deformation retraction onto930

Ar̄e because Ar̄e Ď
Ť

yPY Br̄pyq by hypothesis.931

We conclude this section by presenting the proof of the result stated as Lemma 4.3 in the paper.932

Lemma C.5. Let pr, r ` εq be a single edge length range of Čech complexes of S Ď pRd, d8q, and tKČ
i u

ni
i“0933

the Čech edge-by-edge filtration on this range. If the edge e “ tp, qu added going from KČ
i´1 to KČ

i is934

non-Delaunay for 1 ď i ď ni, then HkpK
Č
i zStpeqq “ HkpK

Č
i´1q and HkpK

Č
i q are isomorphic for k “ 0, 1.935

Proof. We can apply the reduced Mayer-Vietoris sequence, as given in [43, Section 4.6], with A “ ClpStpeqq Ď

KČ
r and B “ KČ

i zStpeq, so that AXB “ ClpStpeqqzStpeq.

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ H̃kpAXBq Ñ H̃kpAq ‘ H̃kpBq Ñ H̃kpAYBq Ñ H̃k´1pAXBq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨

ó

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ H̃kpClpStpeqqzStpeqq Ñ H̃kpK
Č
i zStpeqq Ñ H̃kpK

Č
i q Ñ H̃k´1pClpStpeqqzStpeqq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨

where H̃kpAq cancels out, because it is trivial by definition of A. Thus, showing that H̃kpClpStpeqqzStpeqq936

is trivial in homological degrees k and k ´ 1, implies that H̃kpK
Č
i zStpeqq Ñ H̃kpK

Č
r q is an isomorphism,937

from the exactness of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence above. Note that KČ
i zStpeq “ KČ

i´1 by definition of Čech938

edge-by-edge filtration.939

We define Y̊ “ ty P S | d8py, pq ă 2r̄ and d8py, qq ă 2r̄u, where r̄ “ d8pp,qq
2 . This is the set of points in S

such that Br̄pyq X A
r̄
e ‰ H, where Ar̄e “ Br̄ppq X Br̄pqq. Furthermore,

Ť

yPY̊ Br̄pyq covers Ar̄e by Proposition
A.3. We define

Ȳ “ ty P S | tp, yu and tq, yu are edges of KČ
i´1u,
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which is the set of vertices of ClpStpeqq. It follows Y̊ Ď Ȳ, because KČ
i´1 contains all the edges strictly shorter940

than 2r̄. In particular, p and q are not in Y̊. The idea is to build a complex K0 with trivial homology941

on the vertices of Y̊, prove that ClpStpeqqzStpeq contains it, and finally that the additional simplices in942

ClpStpeqqzStpeq do not alter the homology of K0 in degrees zero and one.943

A possible candidate for K0 is the subcomplex Nrv
´

tBr̄pyquyPY̊

¯

, with Y̊ as set of vertices. However, this944

might contain edges of length 2r̄, i.e. ty1, y2u P Nrv
´

tBr̄pyquyPY̊

¯

such that d8py
1, y2q “ 2r̄ and y1, y2 P Y̊.945

Thus, some edge ty1, y2u P Nrv
´

tBr̄pyquyPY̊

¯

might not be in KČ
i´1, which implies that ty1, y2u is also not in946

ClpStpeqq. To solve this issue, we map the points Y̊ into a set X̊ such that d8px
1, x2q ‰ 2r̄. In particular, we947

define X̊ as a small perturbation of Y̊ (i.e. each x P X̊ corresponds to a y P Y̊ and the coordinates of x and948

y are arbitrarily close) such that:949

(i) edges on X̊ have length different from 2r̄, i.e. d8px
1, x2q ‰ 2r̄ for each x1, x2 P X̊ ;950

(ii) the union of open balls on X̊ covers Ar̄e, i.e. Ar̄e Ď
Ť

xPX̊ Br̄pxq;951

(iii) the pattern of intersection of open balls on Y̊ and X̊ is the same.952

Because the elements in the finite family tBr̄pyquyPY̊ are open sets, it follows that there exists X̊ with

properties (i), (ii), and (iii) above. Importantly, the nerve Nrv
´

tBr̄pxquxPX̊

¯

of the family of closed balls

centered in points of X̊ only containing edges strictly shorter than 2r̄. We define K0 as the complex on Y̊
with the combinatorial structure of the nerve Nrv

´

tBr̄pxquxPX̊

¯

, see Figure C.15(b). So K0 Ď ClpStpeqq,

because vertices and edges of K0 are a subset of those of ClpStpeqq and this is a subcomplex of a flag complex.
Moreover, K0 does not contain e, and so does not contain any simplex of Stpeq. It follows that

K0zStpeq Ď ClpStpeqqzStpeq

ó

K0 Ď ClpStpeqqzStpeq

We can show the existence of a filtration

K0 Ď K1 Ď . . . Ď Kj Ď . . . Ď Knj “ ClpStpeqqzStpeq,

such that if H̃kpKj´1q is trivial for k “ 0, 1, then H̃kpKjq is also trivial for k “ 0, 1 for each 1 ď j ď nj .953

By Lemma C.4, K0 has the same homotopy type of Ar̄e, which is convex and so contractible, see Figure954

C.15(a). Hence, H̃k pK0q is trivial for any k ě 0.955

Next, we define K1 as the union of the cone from K0 to p and the cone from K0 to q, see Figure C.15(c).956

Note that these cones are in ClpStpeqqzStpeq because all the edges from p and q to K0 are strictly shorter957

than 2r̄ by definition of Y̊. Importantly, the complex K1 has trivial reduced homology because it collapses958

on K0.959

Then, we define each step Kj´1 Ď Kj for 2 ď j ď |Ȳ| ´ 1 by adding one of the vertices of Ȳ not in Kj´1.
In particular, we add each of these vertices together with three edges and two triangles which all belong to
ClpStpeqqzStpeq. Let y1 P Ȳ be the vertex to be added in Kj . We have d8pp, qq “ 2r̄, and d8py

1, pq ď 2r̄,

d8py
1, qq ď 2r̄ by definition of Ȳ. So, Br̄py1q XA

r̄
e “ Br̄py1q XBr̄ppq XBr̄pqq ‰ H by Proposition 2.1 (ii). It

follows that there exists z P Br̄py1qXA
r̄
e, and because Ar̄e is covered by

Ť

yPY̊ Br̄pyq it must be that z P Br̄py
2q

for some y2 P Y̊. We have d8py
1, y2q ă 2r̄, because Br̄py1q X Br̄py

2q ‰ H, and so ty1, y2u P ClpStpeqqzStpeq.
Thus, the simplices tp, y1u, tq, y1u, ty1, y2u, tp, y1, y2u, and tq, y1, y2u are all in ClpStpeqqzStpeq, because y1 P Ȳ
(i.e. tp, y1u, tq, y1u P KČ

i´1) and tp, y2u, tq, y2u, ty1, y2u are strictly shorter than 2r̄. To conclude, we define

Kj “ Kj´1 Y ty
1u Y tp, y1u Y tq, y1u Y ty1, y2u Y tp, y1, y2u Y tq, y1, y2u.
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At each step Kj´1 Ď Kj for 2 ď j ď |Ȳ| ´ 1, the edges tp, y1u and tq, y1u are free faces of Kj , which960

collapses on Kj´1. Thus, after adding the set Ȳ of vertices of ClpStpeqqzStpeq in K1, we obtain a complex961

K|Ȳ|´1 which still has trivial reduced homology.962

Then, we define the steps Kj´1 Ď Kj for |Ȳ| ď j ď nj ´ 1 by adding a single edge ty1, y2u among those
in ClpStpeqqzStpeq but not yet in Kj´1. In particular, we set

Kj “ Kj´1 Y ty
1, y2u Y tp, y1, y2u,

where tp, y1, y2u can be added because both tp, y1u and tp, y2u were added in previous steps. So ty1, y2u is963

a free face of Kj , which collapses on Kj´1 for each |Ȳ| ď j ď nj ´ 1, and we have that Knj´1 has trivial964

reduced homology.965

In the final step Knj´1 Ď Knj , we add all the simplices in Knj “ ClpStpeqqzStpeq which are not in Knj´1.966

As Knj´1 contains all the vertices and edges of Knj by definition, in the final step we only add triangles967

and higher-dimensional simplices in Knj
. These new simplices cannot affect degree-zero homology. On the968

other hand, they could affect degree-one homology by deleting classes in H̃1pKnj´1q. But this cannot happen969

because H̃1pKnj´1q is already trivial. So, we have that the reduced homology in degrees zero and one of Knj
970

is trivial.971

The proof follows from the exactness of the reduced Mayer-Vietoris sequence as mentioned above, and972

the fact that isomorphisms in reduced homology translate into isomorphisms in non-reduced homology.973
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D. Notation974

Preliminaries975

• Stpτq star of τ Ď K976

• Brppq open ball, Brppq closed ball, BBrppq boundary of closed ball.977

• Vp `8-Voronoi region, KD `8-Delaunay complex.978

Persistent Homology979

• KR filtration of K parameterized by R “ triu
m
i“1.980

• MkpKRq is the k-th persistence module of KR.981

• KV R
R Vietoris-Rips filtration, KČ

R Čech filtration, KA
R Alpha filtration.982

`8-Delaunay Edges983

• Given σ Ď S, r̄ “ diam8pσq
2 .984

• z is witness of σ if z P
Ş

pPσ Vp and d8pz, pq “ r̄ for each p P σ.985

• Zσ is the set of witness points of σ986

• Ar̄`εσ “
Ş

pPσ BBr̄`εppq for ε ě 0 and σ Ď S.987

• Given an edge e “ tp, qu, then Ar̄e “ BBr̄ppqX BBr̄pqq “ Br̄ppqXBr̄pqq is a non-empty box. If a witness988

of e “ tp, qu exists, then it must be in Ar̄e and not in
Ť

yPSztp,quBr̄pyq.989

Alpha Flag and Minibox Complexes990

• Minipq “
śd
i“1

`

mintpi, qiu,maxtpi, qiu
˘

.991

• KAF
R Alpha flag filtration, KM

R Minibox filtration.992
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